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9TH ANNUAL DANCE MARATHON
Put on your dancing shoes, it's that time again!

keting issues,
among others.
Bach of the 15 core committees (consisting of up to 20 people each) is headed by a
steering committee member.
"It involves lots of teamwork, cooperation and working together," Ellerman said.
"We're constantly communicating with
each other."
Dance Marathon members attend up to
three meetings every week, all year long. As
soon as one Dance Marathon is over, they
begin planning the next one.
"There's a meeting with the new steering
committee by the end of April," Ellerman
said.
But the best part of Dance Marathon,
according to lennifer Page, Dance
Marathon director, is the fact that it brings
hundreds of people together from the
campus and community for a common
goal.
"We all work together," Page said. "We
work hand in hand, side by side... we're a
family, I guess you could say."

By Allison Halco
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

Anyone who has been on campus
over the past few months knows
that the University's annual Dance
Marathon is taking place this weekend.
What many people don't realize, however,
is how much planning and coordinating
actually goes into the event.
"It's a big collaboration," said Jennifer
Ellerman. Dance Marathon public relations chair.
Bach person has a specific responsibility
within the organization. Dancers and
moralers, for example, have to raise money
and attend the enrire 32-hour event.
Then there are the core committee
members, who work in teams for a specific
purpose, falling under the categories of
external, internal and planning. External
core committees deal with such issues as
public relations and communications,
while internal committees are in charge of
entertainment and morale. Planning committees take care of management and mar-

Meet the 2004 Dance
Marathon Steering
committee
Mm

i

Title: Director
Yean Senior
Involved Since: 2000
"My passion for kids got me involved, lust like a teacher,
anyone involved in DM makes a difference in the life of a
child. It is hard to put into words the impact it has on my life,
but what I can say is this event is something 1 cherish dearly
and hold very close to my heart."
Title: Public Relations Chair
Yean Senior
Involved Since: 2001
"I couldn't imagine my college experience without DM and
these kids. All of the students and the miracle children
involved have left footprints in my heart that 1 will take with
me for the rest of my life."

KrtvCam
title: Assistant Director of External
Yean Senior
Involved Since: 1999
"To make a difference in a child's life is a feeling that is unexplainable, once you see the twinkle in their eye you'll be left
breathless."

JS

Title: Family Relations Chair
Yean Senior
Involved Since: 2001
"I wanted to meet new people and become involved with an
organization that truly made a difference. No other campus
organization brings such a diverse group of students together for one important cause... it amazes me."
JmMMffi
Title: Assistant Director Internal
Yean Senior
Involved Since: 2000
"Dance Marathon gives each Miracle Child
an opportunity to have fun, be excited and forget about their
disease and pain for a short time. Also, it gives me great joy
to see the families having a wonderful time at DM and at the

events leading up to it."
tamto Trail
Tide: Dancer Relations Chair
Yean Senior
Involved Since: 2001
"DM is one of the most memorable things I have done while
at BGSU, This event touches students, faculty, families, the
community and most importantly, the kids. Dance
Marathon has taught me that students are capable of helping make miracles happen."
UndswWMe

Title: Entertainment Chair
Yean Senior
Involved Since: 2001
"I wanted to make a better future for the kids. I know 1 can't
change the past and or bring back the ones I've lost, but if
being a pan of DM and helping the Children's Miracle
Network can change the life of just one child, then to me it is
all worth it."

MMM
Title: Morale Chair
Yean Senior
Involved Since: 2000
"In 2002, my family was directly touched by a struggle with
cancer, so 1 experienced first-hand what we do for our miracle families. Before I had volunteered to help out my fraternity and other organizations My reason for being involved
changed. 1 am... doing it in honor of Cody, a part of my family who lost his battle to cancer at age 12."
Becky Mcciardl
Title: Finance Chair
Yean Senior
Involved Since: 2000
"I was a catering volunteer my freshman year to help out my
RA. After experiencing theeventandseeingthe kids, I couldn't resist getting more involved."
Tracy UHM

Title: Assistant Director of Planning
Yean Senior
Involved Since: 2002
"I just knew that there was someUiing special about this
organization. We give our time, love and money to make a
difference for some very inspirational, very strong kids. I
have gotten way more out of this organization than I put
into it, and I know the same goes for many other DM participants."

Tom Ginn BG Neas

"When we vote, the legislature will see
the numbers. If they see us more, they
will be more likely to listen."
NICOLE MESSMORE. USG SENATOR

USG explores ways to
encourage voting at session
By Christy Jenkins
REPORTER

Don't vote and no one will
listen. Vote and your voice will
be heard.
These were the slogans on a
button worn by Nicole
Messmore, an Undergraduate
Student Government Senator
and co-organizer of yesterday's
University Experience/What
do you care about? Week
brown bag lunch.
Messmore, USG Senator
Maria Khoury and Bowling
Green Experience representa-

tive lanna Carpenter organized
the event.
Representatives of USG, the
College Democrats, the
College Republicans and the
Bowling Green Experience discussed ideas and the best ways
to get students involved in politics.
"It was really neat to have
the brainstorming of a lot of
different ideas. Messmore said.
"Even though the turnout was

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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Interracial communication explored
University alumnus
George Ray speaks on
the impact of
socialization on
language attitudes
By Altai. Miller
REPORTER

Students filled room 201 of the
Union for "Cultural Origins of
Language Attitudes toward
African American Vernacular
English," presented by a distinguished alumnus, George Ray
yesterday afternoon.
"This is somewhat of a doublehomecoming for me to be back in
Bowling Green today," said Ray
who grew up on a farm south of
Bowling Greea
Ray is from the department of

communication at Cleveland
State University.
His studies, which for the past
14 years have been focused on
interracial communication, tie
into the fact that he will soon have
completed a book on the subject
in the near future.
Ray's viewpoints are what he
calls the "intellectual opinions of
years of research and experience."
Numerous theories he has
explored throughout his studies
have brought about basic concepts that he suggests give reason
to a historically rooted issue; negative language attitude toward
AAVE.
"There are white people who
speak AAVE as, there are black
people who do not," said Ray to
clarify his approach to the topic of
only blacks speaking AAVE While

the language variety spoken
mostly by blacks (more than 50%
according to Ray), there are definitely other racial groups who utilize it as well.
The difference remains to Ray
however, that the ideology which
individual groups are socialized to
believe are a constant bridge that
stands between the gaps in most
instances.
That gap which resides is fueled
by what Ray refers to as "adverse
racism"; the privatized discrimination that arises from implicit
notions of superiority in racial
groups.
In the face of all this conflict,
Ray addressed the historic origins
of the current ideology that
plagues our society.
He sited instances of different
time periods from the Medieval
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BY CANDLE LIGHT: Dance Marathon participants Kristin Gatver, left, and Angie
Trout focus on their candles before a silent
walk around campus last night. Students
participated in the march in honor of
Miracle Children once sponsored by the
University's Dance Marathon that have
died.
The T-shirt of a Dance Marathon Steering
Committee member, right, depicts the
name and disease of one of this year's
sponsored children for the event.
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times of Europe, during which
dark skin was related with "bad"
or "cursed" things, through the
Enlightenment period of philosophical theories such as
Blumenbach coining of the
phrase "Caucasian," which he
used in reference to the "purest,
most beautiful" of the five types of
human he proposed there to be.
Over 500 years of development
in European culture has predispositioned our society to negatively view African-American culture and language attitudes.
As a closing thought, Ray left
the audience to ponder how the
expected increase in the minority population to the actual
majority will alter the society's
perception of those once ignored.

TUESDAY

Thunder
Storms

High: 62'
Low: 42°
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Thunder
Storms

High: 56'
Low: 40'
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African arts explored
Instructor explains how African culture is misunderstood
By Krystal Cot*
REPORTER

For filmmaker (iasion Kabore producing a
film is not just an idea but a process of creation.
kalxire discussed the creation of his 1988
film "/an Boko." shown at the University
ruesday and oilier issues concerning filmmaking and Africa. An open discussion on the
film was held yesterday.
The film discussion was part of the weeklong series titled "African Arts in the Atlantic
imagination."
The film is about the land of a poor farmer
which is taken from him l>y his rich neighbor,
who wants it for a swimming pool. The film
also explores a story of government corruption and censorship in an African setting.
Kabore is originally from Burkina I'aso,
where he is an Instructor at a film school.
Since IHKL', he has produced four fiction films
and 22 other productions including documentaries and short films.
Kabore said that in Western cinema, Africa
is represented more sophisticated today. The

"We are still fighting
against the same
misrepresentation in
Africa, but we don't have
the capability to correct
how Africa is portrayed."
GASTON KABORE, FILMMAKER
problem with the images depicted of Africa is
that the media doesn't take the lime to analyze the events.
"We are still fighting against the same misrepresentation in Africa, but we don't have the
capability to correct how Africa is portrayed."
Kalxire said. "I he youth only sees the negative things hut there is no light on the positive
side."
The film is from a realistic point of view but
at the same time it is also pessimistic, Kabore
said. I lis films an' made lor the audience to

make their own interpretations.
Mariah Devereux Hcrbeck, instructor in
the Romance Languages department
thought that the film was really worthwhile
and well done.
"The film was harsh but justified the critique of urbanization in Africa," she said.
To undermine these stereotypes, film makers like Kabore, try to educate their audience
that Africa is not the way the western influenced media has portrayed the different
countries.
Youth are more affected by Western influences because of the technologies made
available, including satellite, according to
Kabore.
"Even though African images make up less
than one percent in Western civilization, it is
important to [African] filmmakers to make
films for themselves," he said.
The seminar was sponsored by the departments
of
Ethnic
Studies,
Telecommunications, School of An and cosponsored by other departments.

Stats show few
students vote
POLITICS. FROM PAGE 1

small, we had good conversation."
Al Baldwin, the Democratic
Chair of the Board of Elections,
also attended the event.
He told the students that only
about 100 people on campus
voted in the last election in this
district.
"Of the nearly 15,000 students on campus, that statistic
is really surprising and really
sad," Carpenter said.
Participants also learned
about provisional voting and its
effect on political activity.
For example, if a student on
campus who is registered in
their home district forgot to

request an absentee ballot, he
or she can still vote because
provisional voting allows a student to change voting districts
on the day of the election.
"You won't be voting in your
home district," Messmore said.
"But at least you will still be voting"
Messmore said that she
thinks students are not aware of
these opportunities.
She said events such as the
brown bag lunch increases a
student's understanding of the
election process.
"When we vote, the legislators will see the numbers and
they respond to numbers," she
said. "If they see us more, they
will be more likely to listen.
Voting or lack of voting affects
all of us."

Visit www.bgnews.com for web exclusive stories
and photos including coverage of Communications
Week and a reunion of University students who
traveled to Austria over spring break.
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Not Sure When you Reqister for
Fall 2004? Check out Registration
Assignment Times at

CLOTHING

http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar/Registration.html

Sponsored by Advising Network

Tuesday, March 30th
11:30-1:30pm
& 4-6pm

The Honest fashions
80% to 90% OFF!!
Jeans
Sweaters
Pants
Tops
Tanks

$14.99
$14.99
$9.99
$6.99
$4.99

MAJOR BRANDS
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
BRAND NAME WAREHOUSE

Mon. March 29 9am to 9pm
Tues. March 30 9am to 9pm
Student Union Room 202 Bl

in the Student Union
Multicultural Lounge
(Across from the Off-Campus
Commuter Lounge)

-ess---"-„ available to:
Academic Adv'$oraQueStlons

Please Drop In!
No Appointment Needed!
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LAST DAY TO BUY DINNER TICKETS
Today is the last day to purchase tickets for this year's
international dinner, sponsored by the World Student
Association. The dinner will be held Sunday, April 4 at
6 p.m. in the Union Ballroom. Tickets are $10 for students and $12 for non-students. Available today from
11 a.m.-4 p.m. in the Union Lobby.

CAMPUS

Painter visits U.
William Bailey shares life, passion for his craft

get a life
The calendar of rvmlsulatai from

httfn'/wvntbgsiixoVGtaidar/aJaioW.html

By Laloya Hunter
REPORTER

The brush strokes of painter
William Bailey tell the story of a life
devoted to imagination and the
beauty of art.
Wednesday night University students and faculty were also given the
chance to share in that life, as the
internationally renowned painter
and teacher presented his work.
1-jchibiting work both in the U.S. and
Europe, Bailey is admired in and out
of his field as an artist who paints
from his imagination, using his own
brief sketches as a starting point
rather than models.
Being best known for his still-life
and nude paintings, Bailey presented slides showing the work that he
has completed over the years.
Showing still-lifes that were often
household objects arranged on a flat
surface, Bailey left the interpretation
of each painting up to the viewer.
But he didn't want the audience to
simply see him as painting the same
objects, but to recognize the variations within his own understanding.

"Let the painting work
on you and tell you
where it wants to go. It's
that part of painting
that fascinates me."
WILLIAM BAILEY, ARTIST
"The more I paint the same
objects, the more differences mean
to me," Bailey said.
This was especially apparent in
Bailey's own tribute to Sept. 11.
Having witnessed many of the
events of that day, he was compelled
to express the tragedy through his
paintings. Entitled "Elegy," Bailey's
work was again a still-life with
domestic objects, but now, they
spoke intimately on the events of
that day. Using grey colors and dim-

ming the image, the objects painted
on the table were to be reminiscent
of the temporarily bleak New York
skyline, Bailey said.
For graduate student Jason Lewis,
the event was a chance to finally
meet an artist he'd heard so much
about.
"I have been hearing about his
work for so long," he said. "I admire
him ... He is a good man and
extremely well respected in the art
world."
Seen by most as a traditionalist
painter and not one to conform to
the changing trends of contemporary art. Bailey let the audience in on
the secret that has kept him engulfed
in his craft.
"Let the painting work on you and
tell you where it wants to go," he said.
"It's that part of painting that forever
fascinates me."
The event was sponsored by the
Graduate
Arts
Students
Organization, the Medici Circle and
the Drawing Department of the
School of Art.

THE BLOTTER
Wednesday, March 24:
A window was left open
inside the Health Center
after hours.
A University Dining
Services employee got a
chemical substance in her
eye while working in
McDonald Hall and was
transported to Wood
County Hospital.

an officer to assist with a
Dining Services high
school student employee
in McDonald Hall.

Robert Wells, Waterville,
Ohio, was cited for drug
Saraphernalia in Dunbar
all.

An instructor in
Olscamp Hall requested
an officers assistance
with a student in a class.

Laura Calvelage,
Delphos, Ohio, was cited
for a right of way violation
at Lot 15.

Complainant reported
packages have been
stolen from Kreischer
Quadrangle.

Complainant reported
that his vehicle was broken into behind the ice
. arena.

Megan Schaab, Avon.
Ohio, was cited for underage possession.
Complainant in
Harshman Hall reported
wrongful use of her Social
Security number.
The Bowling Green Fire
Department was called to
the Fine Arts Building.
Someone set paper on fire
but stomped it out.

8 a.m.- 5 p.m.
2004-2005 BGSUrve Executive Board
recruitment applications are now being
accepted for the 2004-2005 Executive
Board of BGSUrve. BGSUrve is an
organization designed to create structured experiences for students that
incorporate or increase volunteerism,
citizen-ship, service-learning, and leadership among BGSU students.
Contact: involvedl&'bgnet.Dgsu.edu.
40I Union

&30a.m.
One-on-onc Research Assignment
Assistance from I jbrarians.
Research Project Clinics provide under
graduate students with the opportunity
to work one-on-one with a librarian on a
specific research assignment. Students
will develop search strategies, discover
various print resources and services
available on the first floor of lerome
Library, and identify online resources for
their topics.
To schedule an appointment, call
372-6943, or stop by the
Information/Reference Desk on the first

floor of lerome library.
lerome library
3 p.m.
Prospects for U.S.-Russian Relations Post
9/11
Presentation by Kcmpton B. lenkins,
class of'48.
Current president of the Ukraine-U.S.
Business Council. Retired career diplomat with 31 years of service. Former
executive director of the U.S.-Soviet
Trade Commission. Retired corporate
vice president for international and government affairs, Armco, Inc.
Sponsored by the Department of History.
314 Union
7 p.m.

Indian Film Viewing
318 Union
11 p.m.
Pub Programming presents Karaoke
Black Swamp Pub. Union

% ADULT MART WEST IS
DVD • VIDEOS • TOYS
BACHELORETTE • BACHELOR PARTY GIFTS
a. k. A
CANDLES • SOAPS • GIFT BASKETS
WED
LOTIONS • MASSAGE OILS
LADIES DAY
SELECTIONS
20% OFF
GREETING CARDS • MAGAZINES

^Lingerie (Boutique*

Complainant requested

www.myadultwarehouse.com
18 &
OLDER

10 MINUTES EAST OF BOWLING GREEN
20 MINUTES SOUTH OF TOLEDO

CORNERRT6S23 S S
419-288-2131

YOU DON'T NEED A PH.D
TO UNDERSTAND
"NO C0MMMISSI0NS"
The math is pretty simple. Hidden charges, high lees, and sales commissions
can erode the retirement savings your working so hard to build. Contact us,
a company known lor Riving clear, objective guidance and keeping costs low.
We'll show you how our principled approach to long term investing can really add up.
TIAA-CREF.org or call 800 842 2776

WO WO WO WO WO WO WO WO WO WO WO WO WO wo
(

Find out more about TIAA-CREF IRAs
and our other tax-smart financial solutions

account Executive
The BG News has 1 Summer and 3 Fall openings
for qualified students to work in part-time selling.
;NEFITS
Managing money for people
with other things to think about.

•Real World-Experience
• Flexible Hours
Pay Based on Commission
• Fun Atmosphere
• Resume Builder

RETIREMENT l INSURANCE ' MUTUAI IUN0S I COtlfGE SAVINGS I TRUSTS I INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

You should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses
carefully before investing. Please call 877-518 9161 for a prospectus that
contains this and other information. Please read the prospectus carefully
before investing. TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services. LLC and Teacher!. Person.il
Investors Services, Inc distribute securities products Please read the prospectus carefully before
investing

ind Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund

(TIAA-CREF). 730 Third Avenue New Ymk. NY 10017

C31471

(FFFRRFn rANDIDATF^
•So. or Jr. Business or IPC Major
•Own Transportation
• Detail Oriented
• Interested in a Sales or
Advertising Career

APPLY IN PERSON
204 West Hall
Bring Resume If Available

THE
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OPINION

"Every time you walk down the street
people are screaming, You're fired!'It's in
case I ever decide to do something with it.
But nothing's imminent."
DONALD TRUMRon applying to trademark the sentence "You're fired!"
(■cnHBduDm)

Save the chickens or the children?
I-wire I I . of Mississippi
Fur all its radical tactics,
People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals
certainly knows how to make its
point.
Starting next month, PITA will
target Kentucky Tried Chicken
by handing out five-inch tall
"Buckets of Blood" to children
near KTC restaurants. According
to rOXNews.com, the buckets
are filled with fake blood and
bones and a plastic chicken.

They bear the signature red
and white design of the restauram and are labeled with "Shhh!
The 'Secret Recipe' in this bucket
of body parts is... cruelty" and
The Colonel's secret recipe: live
scalding, painful debeaking,
crippled chickens,'' according to
a tenorl l>y FOXNews.
Kl"( '. has called PITA "corporate terrorists" who misrepresent
the truth. The company has an
animal rights advisory council
and claims to treat chickens

humanely.
Although some might dispute
KFC's definition of humane, (in
the end the chickens always die),
PETA has crossed the boundaries of civil liberties and the first
amendment. Is their approach
effective in increasing chicken
awareness? Probably. Is it moral?
No.
These 'buckets of blood' are"
being distributed to children
who arc not responsible for
milking the decision to dine at

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR,
Bush attacks
hold a double
standard
Over the course of the last year
I have had the opportunity to
observe what a lot of people are
saying almut President Bush and
I am struck by the double standard that I have found.
I have heard many |)cople
defend past administrations and
attack Bush for similar acts or
worse, attack him when he handles someUiing one way and
then again when he does the
opposite.
One good example of this is a
statement made by a prominent
Democrat sitting on ilic 9/11
review commission in which he
said "the fact Uiat it's unpopular,
that it's difficult, that our allies
are not necessarily with it,
shouldn't deter a president who
believes that what we have is a
serial killer on our hands." In that
case, he was talking about attacking Osama Bin Laden but it
could just as easily be applied to
the attack on Iraq.
Another example could just as
easily be die firestorm created by
Clarke in the past weeks when he
asserted that Bush failed to recognize the pending 9/11 attack
when just two years ago his
impression was much different.
In fact responding to an almost
identical assertion by lime magazine, Clarke responded Uiat
Bush was continuing the policies
of die previous administration
until an aggressive strategy could
be devised.
Whether his recent change of
heart is motivated politically or
by financial gain from his new
book, it is just one example of the
double standard launched
against ■'resident Bush as we
near the election.
I have grown progressively
unsetded by the lack of reason
and factual support behind some
attacks against President Bush. I
have heard statements ranging
from Bush being a trigger happy
cowboy to having intentionally
lied to the American public. I
have heard allegations that his
service during Vietnam in the

National Guard was done so out
of cowardice and that he dodged
his required service.
At the same time I am reminded of a former president who literally fled the country to avoid
the draft or a presidential candidate over whom questions have
been raised about his service in
Vietnam and suddenly that service is off limits and beyond the
scope of the campaign.
I bit my tongue for months as
literally a dozen Democratic candidates for president insulted
and verbally attacked the
President over his policies. But
now, as President Bush is fighting
back and raising questions about
his opponent, the story from the
Democrats is dial they arc above
such personal attacks.
I don't agree with everything
that ('resident Bush has done but
I am constantly amazed at the
level of literal hatred and die lack
of reason behind it that many
use in attacking President Bush.
We have become a nation that
level attacks against the opposing party's leaders but find it
unreasonable to find fault in
those we support.
The situation sickens me and I
am shocked at the lack of knowledge on the subject.
JONATHAN WILLIAMSON
STUDENT

Why can't we
all just hang
out together?
I've noticed that students of
different racial backgrounds typically do not, [actually rarelyl
interact outside of a classroom
setting. This is very perplexing to
me. I don't understand this.
The two races I see not interai ling the most are White
ICaucasianl and Black (African
American] students The people
from each racial group tend to
stick together; i.e. hangout
togedier, socialize together, sit
together, et c. I've never seen a
black and white student together
hanging out having a good time.
People from both races seem

very polite towards each other,
but there still seems to be an
invisible dividing line between
diem. I read a BG News article
some time ago on interracial dating and die role parents play in
trying to keep their children from
crossing the racial dating line. I
have given tiiis topic a great deal
of thought and searched for an
answer as to why these particular
two races do not mix and mingle
together. Perhaps, it has to do
with parental influence that
impose ideas on their children
that were once true, but no
longer stand.
Before segregation and the
civil rights movements it was
socially unacceptable for Blacks
and Whites to speak to each
other, let alone interact. So, perhaps that's the reason. Perhaps it
comes from hidden fears and
social prejudices between races
that still exist, even today. But I
discarded dlis idea. Surely we
have come further than that
After all, we are better educated
today than our parents were
when they were our age so that
can't be the case — or can it?
As I continued to think about
that, I also continued to look for
other possibilities for why we
don't interact more with other
races. I began to think about
social classes, education levels,
culture, religion and other similar
tilings. All of which became
insignificant as I began to realize
that all of those things exist in
bodi Black and White populations, and therefore must not be
a reason to exclude someone
from a social circle,
So what is left? What else could
possibly separate us? The only
tiling left is skin color. Could that
really be it? I couldn't answer this
question, I didn't have an answer.
I decided it was time to look
for a different perspective. Why is
it that Black and White students
aren't friends? What is it that separates us? Is there amour
besides myself that looks beyond
skin color when making and
choosing friends?

KFC. They are being used to get
at the parents and create publicity. The cost of PITTAS actions
could emotionally scar children
who are haunted by the image of
Colonel Sanders with a bloody
butcher knife that is monogrammed on the sides of these
buckets.
Given die choice between saving the humans or the chickens,
save the humans. Especially the
children.
Confrontations between par-

The New York phone book [listed) 22 Hitlers before WWII. After WWII, the
New York phone book (listed) zero Hitlers.
Former U.S. President Ulysses S. Grant had the
boyhood nickname "Useless."

PETA runs the risk of portraying restaurants as sinister organizations that consciously violate
the legal codes of animal treatment.
Most restaurants kill animals
in a way that the government
deems humane, and if interest
groups think that these standards are insufficient, they need
to lobby die government and
peacefully increase social awareness instead of accosting children.

PEOPLE Dorft be afraid of
ON THE STREET the perfect mistakes
What type of dance
would you do at
Dance Marathon?

MELLISSA MARKSBERRY
SOPHOMORE,
WOMEN'S STUDIES

"The chicken dance
with Ashlee."

ASHLEE RAUCKH0RSE
SOPHOMORE, EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

"The chicken dance
with Mellissa."

JENNALAKE
SENIOR,
WOMEN'S STUDIES

"The Roger Rabbit."

CHRIS KIRKUM
STUDENT

Did you know?

ents and protestors will likely
occur, possibly further traumatizing the children. If PETA
believes that killing and eating
an animal is wrong or that animals are endowed with more
rights than most people give
them, then diey are free to
express that opinion vehemently.
By subjecting children in order
to advance their own cause,
however, they infringe on the
rights of the child and the parent.

MAT
THORNBURG
Humor Columnist
I figured out what my problem is —one of them anyway,
I'm trying too hard to get it perfect. That's why I wasn't able to
write a column last week.
I wanted to write die perfect
humor column that would
make everyone sit at my feet as
though I was the campus guru
of comedy, love and magic.
1 don't really know what a
humor column has to do with
love and magic; but if you're
going to dream, dream big.
I guess it's actually spelled
"dream BIG" on this campus.
I received an e-mail this
week, along with the rest of my
class, from my imaginative writing teacher. The e-mail contained some wise advice.
She wrote about our writing
projects: "Do each and then let
it go. I)o as the great Chinese
poet did years ago — write and
then put the writing in a bottle,
throw it in the river and let it go.
Go on to the next. Don't despair
or pull out your hair."
Hey. 1 just thought of something fun. You know, how on
Home Improvement, Tim
would always get advice from
Wilson and then screw it up
later when he told it to Jill? How
about, I'll be Tim, my writing
teacher is Wilson and you can
be Jill. Okay, here we go.
Jill, 1 was talking to Wilson
and he was saying that a
Chinese poet once said we
should all write on botties and
then throw them at each other
so we can go rafting down the
river on our hair. 1 think that's
the problem we've been having
with Randy. We just need to be
like the Chinese not pick up the
spare. Oh-oh-ohohoh. That was
a grunt.
Thanks for playing along.
That was fun. Maybe you can
come over later and we can pretend we're on Seinfeld, but 1 get
to be lerry.
I think this hair-river-rafting
idea is a good idea for all of us.
It's OK to be perfectionists
about things at times and we

BIANCA HUTCHINSON

Send all comments to:
Maljrhomburg$liotmailcom

Be afraid ... be very afraid!

JUNIOR, PSYCHOLOGY

"I don't like making
an ass of myself"

need to let that go.
It's not just for creative writing. It can apply to perfectionist
behaviors in other activities we
engage in like romantic relationships, paper writing or nose
hair trimming.
We may want to get all of the
hairs exactly the same length,
but become so stressed out that
one may end up being longer
than the rest, that we end up
not trimming them at all.
We should trim them in spite
of this. We must overcome diese
fears of possible imperfection
because having short nose hairs
of different lengths is better
than having long nose hairs. We
can't go on trying to convince
people that it's a mustache forever.
Perfectionism can prevent us
from making something that is
really extraordinary and one-ofa-kind. Many of the best things
around today were never
planned into existence.
The Slinky®, Post-it® notes
and possibly some of your best
friends started as accidents and
became things that would be
very hard to live without.
I was once asked before a
reading in Proul Chapel what I
planned to do after college. I
said that I was not really sure
and that 1 just want to see what
happens. I was then treated as
though I was running around in
He-Man underpants singing the
"Peanut Butter and Jelly" song.
The woman whom I was
speaking with could not understand where I was coming from.
She was probably not a He-Man
fan.
It's okay to be unsure of what
you're going to do with your life
after college or to be undecided
about your major. You may
stumble across something you
never thought of if you allow
yourself to do something or be
somewhere that's a littie imperfect — like Bowling Green.
It's not a perfect place, but
there are plenty of opportunities
to use its imperfections to make
something great — like a
Slinky®.

Alliumphobia: Fear of opinions or beliefs
Levophobia: Fear of things to the left
side of the body
CARRIE WHITAKER, MANAGING EDITOR
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BRIEFING
Football team to sign
autographs Sunday
Members of the Bowling
Green football team will be at
the Woodland Towne Centre
Sunday for free autographs and
giveaways in front of the cafe
court from 2 to 4 p.m.
The team will be on hand as
part of the Sports Card and
Collectible Show that starts
tomorrow and runs through
Sunday. Vendors at the event
will have sports memorabilia
for sale and on display.

BG hockey players
sign pro contracts

By Adam Hntzak
SPORIS REPORIER

Sunday, Bowling Green's club
lacrosse team got their first
spring season victory over
Toledo at the Glass Bowl with a
score of 13-1.
The team's first home games
start tomorrow at 11 a.m. at the
intramural fields with games
against West Virginia, Dayton
and Toledo in the annual St.
Patrick's Day Aftermath. 1 he
championship game starts at 4
p.m.

ANN ARBOR, Mich. —
Bowling Green's Softball team
fell to Michigan yesterday, 8-0
and 9-5 in a doubleheader at
Michigan's Alumni Field.
The No. 11 Wolverines
improved to 23-6 while the
Falcons fell to 10-13.
Michigan was led by shortstop
lessica Merchant, who had three
home runs in the two games,
including a grand slam in the
first game. She drove in nine of
her team's 17 runs on the day.
Nine of Michigan's 17 runs
were
unearned,
as the
Wolverines capitalized on
Bowling Green errors.
Michigan pitcher Jennie Ritter
improved to 9-3 on the season
as she shutout the Falcons in the
first game, allowing only one hit.
Falcon pitcher lody lohnson
took the loss, as Michigan had
seven unearned runs against her
with only one earned run.
Bowling Green's only hit in the
game came off the bat of Jenifer
kriM.ili.ii], who doubled to lead
off the second inning. Ritter shut
down BG's threat with three
straight strikeouts to end the
inning.
The Falcons got more offense
in the second game as center
fielder Jeanine Baca homered
and had two singles in the game.
Gina Rango and Kristen
Anderson both had two hits in
the game for Bowling Green.
The Falcons open their MidAmerican Conference schedule
with a three-game weekend
series against Toledo (5-13).
The Rockets dropped four
games at last week's Louisville
Courtyard East Tournament.
Toledo
played
Michigan,
Eastern Kentucky, Saint Louis
and I.ouisville in the tournament.
Toledo is 18-15 at home
against Bowling Green, but the
Rockets have lost their last 13
meetings against BG.
The two teams will play a doubleheader tomorrow and another game Sunday.
Start time is 1 p.m. both days
at UT's Scott Park.

www.bgtiews.com/sports
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Bowling Green looks to
continue early success

BG lacrosse team to
host tournament
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Falcons open MAC slate

Bowling Green hockey player
Kevin Bieksa signed a contract
to play in the American Hockey
League with the Manitoba
Moose team.
Bieksa was a fifth-round draft
pick of the Vancouver Canucks
in 2001.
The defenseman recendy
completed his four-year career
with the Falcon hockey team.
Seniors Erik Eaton and Brian
Escobedo signed with the
Cincinnati Cyclones of the East
Coast Hockey League last week.
After one week Eaton has
scored one goal and Escobedo
has two assists.

Softball
drops two
against
Michigan

FRIDAY

File Photo BGNws

WAITING: Third baseman Tyler Wasserman gets ready to make a play Tuesday
against Xavier. The Falcons host Ball State In three games this weekend to open
their Mid-American Conference schedule.

The Bowling Green baseball team
begins Mid-American Conference play
today hoping to build on a successful start
to their season. Despite having six games
rained out in an eight day span since
returning from their spring trip, the
Falcons currently stand at 9-3, led by consistently solid pitching performances from
die entire staff, who have a 2.09 team
earned run average.
The team will be hosting Ball State (9-8)
for a three-game series this weekend at
Steller Field, where BG captured a victory
over Xavier in their home opener Tuesday.
Ball State has been a perennial standout in
the MAC for years and will bring a tough
pitching staff and powerful lineup to lest
the I'alcons.
"We expect |Ball Stale] to l>c one of the
favorites in the MAC" West this year," said
BG head coach Danny Schmitz." We know
it's going to be a great challenge for us
starting off the conference season. They're
going to be able to do all facets of the
game; swinging the bat. playing defense,
and they have outstanding pitching."
Schmitz figured this falcon team would
be led by pitching and defense, but they
have also swung the bats well. Right fielder
Nolan HUMHild has started all 12 games
this year and leads the team in home runs
and RBI, with three and 13 respectively,
while his .436 batting average ranks second.

"He's been solid the whole year,"
Schmitz said of Reimold, who drove in
both die game tying and winning runs
against Xavier. "Nolan, last year as a freshman, had a very solid year and was one of
our freshman that played on an every day
basis."
lull State is built around a good pitching
staff 14.15 team ERA], but their lineup has
produced big power numbers so far. Brad
Miller hit four homers against Valparaiso
in their last game and leads the team overall with eight, along with a team-high 22
1(111 (tenter fielder and leadoff hitter Mike
Sullivan leads the Cardinals with a .378
batting average. II is a difficult lineup for
any pitching staff to take on, but the BG
staff has been dominant this year and
should be up to the task.
"(Our pitching staff | has been doing a
good job and Tod Brown, our pitching
coach, has done a great job with this staff,"
Schmitz said. "We're led by Tyler Saneholtz
(2-0, 0.00 ERA in 17 innings pitched) and
Tyler lohnson (2-0,0.59 ERA); they've been
phenomenal this year."
Along with Saneholtz and lohnson, Neil
Schmitz (2-0,0 earned runs allowed in 10.1
IP) has been on top of his game. The entire
staff has done their job and it is hard to
give the credit to a few pitchers when the
staff is giving up slightly over two runs a
game as a team.
Today's game will begin at 3 p.m., while
Saturday and Sunday's games both start at
1 p.m.

Tennis team to play EMU, UT
By layme Ramson
SPORIS EDITOR

The women's tennis team will
try to pick up where they left off
in
their
Mid-American
Conference schedule as they
play Eastern Michigan and
Toledo today and tomorrow.
The Falcons (8-6, 2-0 in the
MAC) are coming off two losses
in las Vegas, where they fell 7-0
to UNLV and 4-3 to Middle
Tennessee State last weekend.

Prior to those matches
Bowling Green defeated Buffalo
and Akron, 4-3 and 6-1 in
Fcbmary for their first two MAC
matches of the spring season.
Buffalo and Akron are now
both 0-2 in the conference, and
Bowling Green will face tougher
competition this weekend with
Eastern Michigan (8-4, 1-1
MAC). Toledo is 0-2 in conference play and 2-10 overall.
Eastern's only conference loss

came
to
league-leading
Marshall.
"Eastern Michigan is very very
tough," BG coach Penny Dean
said. "They're so strong, and
they're one of the top teams in
the conference."
With all but one of the remaining matches being conference
matches, the Falcons know that
every match counts.
"Practice went well this week."
Dean said. "I think the team is

intense, and I think they realize
that we're back into conference
play now, and that's the most
important thing of the year. So
we're fired up."
Tomorrow the Falcons face
rival Toledo at the courts on the
UT campus, weather permitting.
If it rains, the two teams will play
at the Laurel Hill Tennis Club in
Toledo.
Although the Toledo match
will be a big rivalry match for BG,

die Falcons consider it more of a
friendly rivalry as BG player
Andrea Mcister's older sister, |en
Meister, plays for the Rockets.
"I think the Toledo match will
be a real even match," Dean said.
"They're strong at the top and
not as strong at the bottom of
their lineup. I think the doubles
point is really important against
TENNIS, PAGE 6

Redick, Duke in
familiar territory
By Paul Newberry
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ATLANTA — JJ. Redick is the
face of the Duke Blue Devils.
Confident? Go ahead and call
him cocky if you like. Hated? No
problem, that just goes with the
territory. A winner? You bet.
Redick and the Blue Devils
find themselves in familiar territory, reaching the round of 16 in
the NCAA tournament for the
seventh year in a row. Success
always spawns a certain amount
of backlash — build 'em up, tear
'em down — but Duke doesn't
mind a bit.
In fact, the Blue Devils have
setded quite comfortably into
the villain role, relishing the
notion that so many fans want to
see them lose.
"It has a lot to do with the
amount of success we've had,"
said Redick, usually the prime
target for opposing fans. "We're
the most dominant program in
the ACC. We've won a few
naUonal championships. There's
a certain amount of jealousy, a
certain amount of envy. And
we're portrayed like choir boys.

People don't like that, either."
Top-seeded Duke (29-5)
meets No. 5 Illinois (26-6) in the
semifinals of the AUanta
Regional today. No. 3 Texas (257) takes on seventh seed Xavier
(25-10) in the other game, the
winners to play Sunday for a
spot in the Final Four.
Look for Redick to be right in
die middle of things.
At Georgia Tech, he wound up
on his back in front of the home
team's bench during a scuffle
with BJ. Elder. North Carolina
State's Scooter Sherrill said
before a game that Redick "acts
like he's gay," then had to issue
an apology.
"Just this year, there have been
so many incidents," Redick said
Wednesday. "Whether it's hard
fouls during the ACC tournament, or trying to start something with me in front of the
other team's bench, or rude,
crude statements from the other
team's fans, there's a great level of
hate for Duke."
Is that really accurate, or just a
convenient motivational technique? Coach Mike Krzyzewski,

who willingly discussed the issue
before die start of the tournament, has now decided it's off
limits.
Hmmm.
"That doesn't have any bearing on this game," he said. "I
don't know if it's true, and I don't
even want to talk about it. What
could we do, what would we
want to do, to change someone's
opinion? And why? lust be yourselves, play your game and run
your program. Let people fonn
their own opinions.
"It doesn't bother me at all.
The only thing that would bother me is if I didn't like our program."
Duke and Illinois have plenty
of reasons to like their programs,
starting with their three-guard
lineups. On one side, the Blue
Devils have Redick, Chris Duhon
and Daniel Ewing. For the
Fighting mini, it's Deron
Williams, Dee Brown and Luther
Head.
That's not the only similarity.
DUKE. PAGE 6

MhrtMAP Photo
FINDING HIS GAME: Duke's JJ. Redick pulls down a rebound
against Seton Hall's John Allen during the first half of their second
round NCAA tournament game at the RBC Center Saturday.
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Balance could carry Falcons Taurasi leads UConn
on another title chase

TENNIS, FROM PAGE 5

Toledo, so vve have been practicing a lol of doubles drills this
week."
The lineups for both matches
will stay relatively the same as
they have been all season, with
the exception of Ashley lakupcin
moving from No. 4 singles to No.
3.
Bowling (ireen's balanced top

to bottom lineup could carry
them through the weekend.
"It's always the hardest to play
No. I because every team just has
a top player up there," Dean said.
"We're very balanced, and on our
team, anyone can beat anyone
else on a given day, so the ones
that get to play in the middle or
bottom of the lineup are probably
going to have a better chance to
win."
Today's match starts at 1 p.m.

in Ypsilanti, Mich. Tomorrow's
match against Toledo also starts
at 1 p.m.
NOTES:
lunior
Susie
Schoenberger leaves after tomorrow's match for Washington D.C.
where she will represent Ohio at
die Cherry Blossom Festival, a
celebration of U.S. and Japanese
diplomatic relations.
The
telecommunications
major was selected as Ohio's sole
representative.

By Donna Tommelleo
IHf ASSOCIATED PRESS

I lAFtTFORD, Conn. — All season, Diana Taurasi has done her
best to get everyone involved for
Connecticut.
Now it's time for her to take
over.
So even if two more assists will
make Taurasi the career leader for
UConn. the two-time Naismith
Award winner as national player
of the year probably won't be
passing up too many open shots.
And that's just fine with Geno
Auriemma, the coach of the
NCAA champions the last two
years.
"She understands that it's winning time now, and I think she
understands it better than anybody," Auriemma said. "The kids
recognize she has her game-face
on. Hopefully, they can feed off
that"
The second-seeded Huskies
are two victories away from
becoming the first team to reach
five straight women's Final Fours.
They play UC Santa Barbara—
at No. 11, the lowest-seeded team
left in the field—tomorrow in the
East Regional in Hartford. The
other regional semifinal is topseeded Penn State against No. 5
Notre Dame.
"Right now, everyone is willing
to give themselves up for the
good of the team," Taurasi said.
"Sometimes it lakes five months
to get people to do that, like it did

Illini match Duke's guards
DUKE, FROM PAGE 5

The Blue Devils cruised through
their first two tourney games by
an average of 31.5 points. Illinois
was equally impressive, routing
Murray State and No. 4 seed
Cincinnati by a total of 43 points.
Actually, the Illini have been on
a major roll since mid-January.
Tney have won 16 of 18 games—
both losses were to Wisconsin —
since coming to the realization
that two point guards arc better
Ulan one.
One possession, Williams
might bring the ball up the court.
The next time, it might IK- Brown.
Even Head gets into the act, getting the go-ahead to lead the fastbreak if he spots a chance to run.
"They just kind of decide periodically through the game who
gets to bring the ball up," coach

vc

Bnice Weber said. "We're always
looking to push it. That's one of
our strengths. We're not always
looking for one guy to bring it up."
Duhon bruised his ribs in the
ACC title game, but he's played
through the pain. 1 le shut down
Seton Midi guard Andre Barrett,
and will likely play a key defensive
role against the Illinois backcourt.
"I love the kid," Krzyzewski
said. "This is a very painful injury,
but he wants to play. I admire him
for that."
Illinois is coming off its best
game of the season — a 92-68
rout of Cincinnati. The Illini shot
almost 64 percent from the field
and committed just four
turnovers. Williams matched his
career high with 31 points. Brown
had 14 points and eight assists.
While Duke has the more
impressive resume, Illinois has

plenty of tournament experience.
For the Uiird time in four years,
the Illini are one of 16 teams still
alive. These guys aren't the least
bit intimidated by the Blue Devils'
mystique.
"It's just two teams trying to
win a championship." Williams
said.
The other Atlanta game also
figures to l>e a battle of the backcouns.
Xavier is led by senior guards
Lionel Chalmers and Domain
Sato, both averaging more than
16 points a game. Texas counters
with its own senior duo: top scorer Brandon Mouton 113.6 points)
and Royal Ivey (4.2 assists).
"It's going to be a challenge, but
it's a challenge we embrace,"
Mouton said. "We love to compete against the best of the best."
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last year. When March comes want to beat the Huskies. Auburn
around, every game you put all tried to focus on her in a secondround game Tuesday.
your chips in."
"Once we get Taurasi, we've got
She certainly did that a year ago
in the NCAAs. Taurasi averaged a UConn," Auburn forward Louise
tournament-high 26.2 points, 111 ie,igi said before the game.
But the AP Ail-American
along with 5.7 rebounds and
proved too elusive, handing out
three assists.
"Through the course of the seven assists and going 6-of-12
year, it would be awfully hard to from the floor in UConn's 79-53
maintain the level she was at last win. Five of those field goals were
March," Auriemma said. "She 3-pointers, while the other was a
didn't pass up opportunities that spinning left-handed scoop
she normally would pass up."
layup along the baseline
This season, Taurasi leads
Connecticut in scoring (her 15.6point average is down two points
from 2002-03) and assists (5.1).
With 158 assists, the 6-foot
guard lifted her career total to 636,
That's one fewer than Jennifer
Rizzotti, who helped UConn win.
the first of its four national titles in
1995.
Taurasi's teammates know
what to expect from her now: If
Taurasi has the ball, be ready for
it. A pass could whiz through
waves of defenders and find a
teammate on the wing, or a
court-length heave could loft perfectly to a teammate streaking to
the basket.
"Her passing ability and her
court vision are unbelievable,"
guard Maria Conlon said. "It's
almost like she knows where people are going to be before they
do."
LEADING THE WAY: UConn's
Opponents know they've got to Diana Taurasi puts up a shot in
find Taurasi and slow her if they a 79-53 win over Auburn.

PASTA & SUBS

From Tuscany
to your table...

r Classic Italian dishes
[
complemented by
imported wines

1432 E. Wooster. BG

(419)352-4663
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i bread and cookies \
%. fresh every dayl j*
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Hours:
11 a-9 p Mon thru Sat.

g delivery 11 a-3 p Mori thru SotJJ
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Rentals

439 & 4291/2 S. CHURCH: One bdrm duplex located in quiet area. Off
Street parking. Cat okay. $360.00 per mo for 12 mo lease.
401 $ 407 S. ENTERPRISE: One &two bdrm unfurn. Apt located in a
Courtyard setting. FREE WATER & SEWER. Off Street parking. $410.00 per mo
for 1 bdrm and $455.00 pet mo for 2bdrm.
134 N. MAIN #1 &2: One bdrm unfurn apt. located over downtown business. Quiet non smoking housing. $380.00 &320.00 per mo for 12 mo lease.

f

Fine Italian

V

121 S Main. Downtown

Emily Lleb

Lite Kshle

Mellui DIIM
Tries Burger

Menlee Krlitek
Sezenne Mitchell

Lindsay Lottery

Michelle Perkins

Gretehen Sehmeek

Steph.nie V.lentlne

Emily Reem

Athley Zugermzn

•
(419)352-3886
JjTM-FII-2- 4:30-10- Sat 11-10

Congratulations Ladies.'.'
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Ohio University
Master of Communication Technology & Policy
Offering a distinctive one-year interdisciplinary degree ideal for those desiring
a rewarding educational experience in the field of voice and data networks the glue that holds the information economy together.
Leverage your undergraduate degree in economics, political science, business,
electrical engineering, telecommunications, computer science or MIS into a
major sector of national and international economies.
In the technology track learn and apply key technology concepts: Network
Theory & Infrastructure. Quality of Service, Network Assurance & Security,
Network Services & IT Integration. Voice over IP, Broadband & Wireless.

138 N. MAIN-A&B: Beautiful large two bdrm unfurn apt. located over downtown business. Dishwasher.
FREE WATER & SEWER. Quiet non smoking housing. $675.00 per mo for 12 mo lease.
3361/2 S. MAIN: Large two bdrm unfurn apt located above business. Front enclosed porch. $505.00 per
mo for 12 mo lease.
6381/2 S. MAIN: Two bdrm bungalow with nice size yard. Off street parking. $475.00 per mo for 12 mo lease.
224 TROUP: Two bdrm lower duplex located close to campus. Off street parking. Pet okay. Eat in kitchen.
Enclosed back porch. $525.00 per mo for 12 mo lease.
2241/2 TROUP: One bdrm upper duplex located close to campus. Off street parking. Cat okay. Eat in

In the policy track learn and apply key network policy and management
concepts: Telecommunication Competition & Market Structures, International
Telecommunication, Telecommunication & Economic Development, Social &
Ethical Issues.
Solidify your abilities to substantially contribute to the future within:
• Corporate IT departments, such as Progressive Insurance
• Equipment vendors, such as Cisco
• Telecommunication Carriers and ISPs, such as AT&T
• Regulatory bodies at state, national, and international levels

kitchen. $365.00 per mo for mo lease.
317 MANVILLE: One bdrm and eff. Furn & turn. Located close to Campus in Courthouse setting. Off street
parking. $335.00 & $310.00 per mo lease.

NEWLWE

332 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OH

419-352-5620

www.ntwlovermtali.com

newloveinfo <■ newloverentals.com

For additional information about how you can leverage your undergraduate
degree into the telecommunications networking field, go to

www.mcclureschftftl.info/eraduate
The J. Warren McClure School of
Communication Systems Management
College of Communication
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calendar of events
Friday
11 p.m.
Crazy Eddie
Animal Animal
Howard's Club H
11 p.m.
Sugar Daddies
Brewster's
11 p.m.
Goiter Jelly
HelpWanted
Nate&Wallys

2

here}
(insertt unsuspectingSndc
unsuspecting

8 p.m.
"Antigone"
Joe f. Brown Theater
$5

Oil*

11 p.m.
UAO Presents "Mona Lisa
Smile"
Union Theater

Saturday
11 p.m.
The T-Shirts
The Nice Device
Saturnine Hello
Howard's Club H
11 p.m.
WOWFactor
Brewster's

By Leigh Ann MacKenzie

1

PULSE WRITER

' /( was about this time last
year, around Spring Break
that my future husband,
Zach Keeton, proposed lo
—m
me
We took a frigid trip to Niagara Falls as
a dating couple and came home an
engaged one.
I didn't think anything of the timing
then, being too busy showing off my ring
and spreading the good news, but looking back on it now, my fiance was just
about to finish up his last semester of
classes here at the University, do his
internship and graduate.
We seem to be a part of the trend for
couples to get engaged around the time
they graduate from college. I asked him
about his decision to propose then.
Of course he immediately said the
right thing.
"I didn't ask you to marry me because I
was graduating, I asked you to marry me
because I love you," he said.
With that said, he went on to talk about
how we both were going to be graduating
college soon and were thinking about
how we wanted to start our lives together.
"I knew we were ready," he said.
Graduation seems to be the time when
many couples know they're ready, just
like Meghan and Nick.

11 p.m.
Jaw Messengers
Howard's Club H

-■—

3 p.m.
Saturday Matinee Movie
"Chicken Run"
Union Theater
8 p.m.
"Antigone"
Joe E Brown Theater
$5

Sunday
2 p.m.

"Antigone"
Joe f. Brown Theater
$5
9:30 p.m.
UAO Presents "Mona Lisa
Smile"
Union Theater

Monday
Euchre Night
Easy Street Cafe

'

After three years of dating, Nick

Pietravoia thinks today is the
day to make it official.
"With graduation coming for both of
us, I realized we were growing up, getting
old and I couldn't picture my life without
her in it," Pietravoia said.
The couple met through a mutual
frienlt
"To tell you the truth, I knew she'd be
the one I would marry when I first met
her," Pietravoia said.
T know nobody believes the corny love
at first sight tiling, but I am serious, it was
just a feeling I had."
He thought he'd be nervous buying the
ring, but when he actually did it, it was a
fulfilling experience.
"I felt like it was the best purchase I
ever made," Pietravoia said.
When it comes to graduation engagements, no one knows better than a jewelry store owner just how popular of a time
it really is,
Roberta Howard, owner of R. Howard
Jewelers, sees the connection first hand.
"Our second best time for engagement
rings is springtime, right before graduation," Howard said.
The best time, obviously, is Christmas
through Valentine's Day.
Not only does Howard see a lot of
engagement ring sales overall, but she
also notices the large amount of college
students coming in.
"Since we are located in Bowling Green
we do a lot of business with the
University's students," she said.

Tuesday

Jazz Night
Easy Street Caf6
11 p.m.
Moonraker
Howard's Club H
TBA
Woodville
The Modern Soviet Enemies
WESZT
The Red Sting
Union

Thursday
11 p.m.
Red Wanting Blue
Howard's Club H
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fi<Uy«N. Pietravoia
{insert sneaky groom-to-be here

Comedy/Open Mic Night
Easy Street Cate

Wednesday

As for the most popular engagement
ring type, princess cut Is by far the most
purchased.
"Princess cut is definitely number one
for anyone in their 20s," Howard said.
"Several people see them in bridal
magazines and they are a very brilliant
cut."
Diane Haslinger works at Mills
Jewelers and notices the same thing.
"It's hard to tell if they're college kids or
just young couples but we do see a good
deal of younger people looking to get
engaged," she said.
It's not only our campus that's experiencing the graduation engagement wave.
Dana Sperner, a senior at Cuyahoga
Community College is getting married
this June.
"I just knew I was ready to start my life
right after I graduate," Sperner said.
Sperner and her fiance, Justin Carson,
have been together for over three years.
"It was just the next step for us," she
said.
Not everyone thinks graduation is the
right time for engagement, however.
Some people prefer to wait a while
after they graduate to start settling down.
Jenny Wolfert recently graduated from
the University and wasn't even considering getting engaged at the time.
"I was just so career-oriented when I
graduated, being engaged wasn't even on
my mind," she said.

'Antigone* combines drama, comedy
By Rachel Bobak
PULSE WRITER

Drum beats thunder throughout the auditorium drowning
out the Celtic music that
resounds as the characters, one
by one, gracefully approach and
exit the stage.
A death sequence opens the
show with choreographed
moves from the actors, as the
audience begins to delve into
the torment, arrogance and the
tragic events of the characters in
the play.
The story of "Antigone" is a
sequel to "Oedipus the King."
After Oedipus passes on,
Antigone's older brothers,
Eteocles and Polynices, fight to
the death for the throne:
In return, Creon, Oedipus'

brother-in-law, becomes king.
Antigone strongly resembles her
father, Oedipus the King's, personality.
This modernized version of
Sophocles' "Antigone" was
adapted by Jean Anouilh. In
1944, Anouilh wrote "Antigone"
in Germany.
He had to alter the character
of Creon to be more symphathetic, and Antigone more irrational for the reason of censorship.
He cut down the character of
the Chorus from 10 people to
one. The play has modem language so that the audience will
not have to struggle with the
words.
The Diorus is an important
character which represents the
narrator and Croon's conscience.

As the story goes, Antigone
rebels against her uncle, Creon,
to follow the religious traditions
of burying the dead.
Antigone wants to bury her
brother, Polynices, but according to Creon's law, Polynices'
body must rot and be eaten by
the birds. Nevertheless, Creon
allowed Eteocles to be buried.
Creon's law says that any person who buries a body when
prohibited must die.
Antigone's sister and conscience, Ismene, tries to persuade her against burying their
brother.
Antigone is engaged to
Creon's son, Haemon, and has
made the decision to risk her life
for tradition. The play progresses
as she refuses to abide by
Creon's law.

Antigone, played by Anne
Marie Sweeney, expresses herself so rxiwerfully with her
monologues, her tortuous ability to stir a crowd and her character's stubbornness.
Her facial expressions show
her pain and sorrow directly to
the audience. When she's being
dragged away by the guards for
her actions, her horrific screams
bellow, inducing sympathy from
the audience.
Her dramatic portrayal of a
strong, rebellious girl shines
through.
Creon, played by Matthew
Gretzinger, is portrayed as
empathetic to Antigone, but
incorporates his intellectual correctness. Gretzinger portrays his
character as a fearful, but compassionate one.

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WWW.B6NEWS.COM/PULSE

The characters to look forward to for comic relief are the
Chora, played by Shelley
Nixon, and the first guardJonas, played by Khary Jackson.
The Chorus is extremely
important for the role of Creon
and the narration. Nixon brings
a humorous spin to her character which fires the dark story
some air.
Although the characters can
be depressing, the Chorus's
character gives the audience
some ardent alleviation.
Jackson's character, lonas, also
brings some humor to the story
with his hysterical flailings, tone
of voice and the movement of
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Female artists
stir up attention
ByBenWener
ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER

Photo Provided

HELP!: From left to right: Brian "Rellz" Rellinger, rhythm guitar; Mike Blackburn, lead vocals; Tom "TC" Cummings. lead guitar; Rob
Arnold, drums and Chris Wammes, bass.

Creative sound, energetic live
shows focus for local rockers
By Nichole Romimsh
FUlSI AftlltS

Wain to see a great show and gel free music
while you're (here? Of course you do. Tonight
at Nate and Wally's I lelpWanted will be celebrating the kick-off of their new EP by handing them away free at the show. Recorded
here in Bowling Green, the HP will contain five
songs.
I lelpWanted has been together for two
years. The band consists of five members:
Mike Blackburn on vocals, Rob Arnold on
drums and back up vocals. Brian Rellinger on
rhythm guitar, Tom (Summing! on lead guitar.
and Chris Waniines on bass.
Partly because they play around here so
often and partly because four of the five band
members are from Bowling Green, this hard
rock band has quickly become a recognizable
name on Main Street.
"We're not in it to be rich and famous", says

guitarist Brian Rellinger, "The feeling you gel
from a live audience is unreal. We live to play
live shows and seeing people get into our
music is what it's all about for us.
With influences like Tool and Otcp, the
band creates a new creative sound.
" With live of us in the band, we all bring our
personal influences to the group, anil when
we write a song, those influences come
together to make something thai is unique,"
says Bellinger.
The band was first introduced when
Bloodshot, a band Rellinger was previously in,
went their separate ways. Bloodshot had
recorded with future I lelpWanted vocalist
Mike Blackburn, so when Bloodshot broke
up, Blackburn and Rellinger decided to start
their own band.
They recruited Tom Cummings, Chris
Wammes and Rob Arnold and the rest is history. The band hopes to start recording new-
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songs in the fall for a full length CD lo be
released sometime in the spring.
Another accomplishment of the band was
lo start the Web site BGMusicians.com.
Rellinger and his brother Brad started the site
so thai bands in Bowling Green could get the
word out about iheir band and music.
Rellinger says in an earlier interview with
the I'ulse "The goal is to create an environment where bands, musicians, venues and
fans can exchange ideas, information and
conduct business that benefits the BG music
scene."
I lelpWanted will be headlining tonight at
Nate and Wally's at 10 pm. The EP will be
handed out free to anyone who would like to
give it a listen. The five hard rock songs on the
CD are loud and cacophonic because the
lyrics are difficult lo hear. I lowever if you're
into bands like Nirvana, you might want to
slop by and give I lelpWanted a listen tonight.
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1 Kayne West College Dropout
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2. Yeah Yeah Yeahs Fever to Tell
3. Cassidy Split Personality
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No idea how it happened,
but we're in the thick of a spat
of good-to-great albums from
female artists, most of whom
are newcomers.
What's more, much of this
batch sounds fresher than just
about anything else that's come
down the pike recently, Norah
[ones' rehash included. Even
when these acts seem like carbon copies, Grey DeLisle is a
dead ringer for Dolly Parton.
For instance, their tunes
remain enjoyable, inventive
and occasionally searingly
insightful.
New rock and pop

Curiously, the best stuff right
now comes from overseas Britain- which sends us unexpected delights from
Englishwomen, Butterfly
Boucher and Carina Round,
and die long-awaited fulllength debut from Wales' Jem.
Boucher's debut, Flimerby,
has the most mainstream
appeal, as she conjures the son
of energy and easy melodies
that propeled Avril 1-avigne and
Evanescence hits. But, like
Pink, Boucher is a resdess spirit
who dabbles in a variety of
sonic flavors, and unlike Pink,
she's a multi-instrumentalist
with a voice that can capture
sorrow as readily as anger.
Jem's Finally Woken also
reminds me of a less-poetic
Orion at her most glittering
Merely expanding her noted EP
It All Starts Here, by six similar
songs, Jem still emerges with
considerable potential.
Round's 77w Disconnection,
however, is the real surprise, if
also the most iroublingly derivative. There's no escaping how
much she echoes PI Harvey
and Tori Amos, especially considering her taste for jagged
guitars, dissonant detours,
unexpected vocal swoops and
Shadowy sensuality. Put it
down to inexperience: She's still
finding her musical identity. So
far, so intriguing.
Along the same lines but
more striking: Mud, the second
album from occasional actress
Eszter Balint, whom you might
remember from |im jarmusch's
"Stranger Than Paradise" 20
years ago. Primal but ghostly,
lovely but devilish, it finds die
I lungarian-hom songwriter
cooing picturesque tales amid
fractured, smoky arrangements
that echo |oe Henry, latin
Playboys or Tom Waits.
New folk and country
If you dig Gillian Welch's
minimalist Americana throwbacks, Grey DeLisle's 77w
Graceful Ghost is a must. Partly

cut using antique instruments
and old-time recording equipment, it expertly captures the
hushed, intimate feel of early
folk recordings for a set of tenderly (sometimes painfully)
romantic songs based on
events that led to her marriage
to old 97s guitarist Murray
I lammond.
Meanwhile, with a style like a
slighdy edgier Alison Krauss,
Mindy Smith has been garnering a well-deserved acclaim for
her promising debul, One
Moment More. Her work is
pretty and soothing but not
without bite, though it's so
subtle you often won't notice
bmising lines slip by amid her
placid sound.
NewR&B
She's been getting raves elsewhere, and now the VH1 crowd
is finding out about her, thanks
to "Fell in Love With a Boy," a
funky feminization of a White
Stripes tune. But it took me a
while lo gel into 16-year-old
sensation loss Stone. As Simon
Cowell might say, that voice
shouldn't be coining out of
someone who looks like that
(blonde, lanky, modelesque).
Once I listened to The Soul
Sessions without concentrating
on Stone's pictures, it was like
unearthing a lost relic from the
70s.
On the other hand, die
Candi Staton retrospective cobbled out of her forgotten early
albums actually is a lost relic
from the 70s. Though primarily
known for her '76 disco hit
"Young Hearts Run Free,"
Staton actually began as a
Southern R&B vocalist in an
Areiha vein, and this set proves
her best work is every bit as
profoundly soulful as anything
on Aretha's "1 Never Loved a
Man the Way 1 Love You" or
"Dusty in Memphis." Highly
recommended.
New unclassifiahle
I don't know how lo describe
the sort of music 19-year-old
Nellie McKay makes on her
wildly impressive two-disc
debut Get Away From Me. She
veers from cabaret to show
tunes to McCartney-style
orchestrations to Petula Clark
pop, and she isn't afraid to lake
lovably awkward slabs at rap
and breathy dance and
Nilsson-esque sketches. She's
whimsical, comical, nonsensical, wittier than her age suggests, and her music is as
sparkling as it is anachronistic.
Maybe the only word for her
stuff is great. Sure to be one of
the most memorable albums
of the year.

4Godsmack The Other Side
Photo Proved WOW Factor

5. Get Up Kids Guilt Show
6. Squarepusher Ultravisitor
7. Norah Jones Feels Like Home
8. The Darkness Permission to Land
9. The Passion of the Christ
Soundtrack
10. Incubus A Crow Left of the Murder

LET THE CROWD DO THE TALKIN': Chuck Riepenhoff, vocals of WOW Factor gets
crowd participation by holding the mic out to the crowd as they sing along.

Band brings new
life to cover songs
By Eric Hann

Top 5 DVDs

PUlSI WRITER

1. "Dave Chapelle Show:
Season 1"
2. "School of Rock"
3. "Schindler's List (remaster)"
4. "Matchstick Men"
5. "Lost in Translation"

WFAL 5 On the Rise
1. From a Second Story Window Not a
Word Has Been Omitted (EP)
2. The Vines Winning Days
3. Icarus Line Up Against the Wall...
4. Marcy Playground MP3
5. All That Remains This Darkened
Heart
Billboard compiled by Andrew
Clayman. Contact him at
clayman@bgnetJ)gsu. edu.
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When Chuck Riepenhoff, die lead singer
of The WOW Factor steps out on stage, his
main goal is to make sure the dance floor is
packed the entire time.
I lis band makes this happen by playing
popular cover songs that many people
wouldn't expect to hear from a rock band.
The WOW Pactor plays everything from
disco to Outcast.
"From the first song to the last song we
are playing good dance songs," Riepenhoff
said. The crowd's response has been a positive one ever since they started playing a
year ago.
"We started with a decent base audience." Ripenhoff said. All of the members
of The WOW Factor had begun playing in
other popular local bands during the 90s,
including Blitzen.The Beefcarvers,
Skoobie Snaks and Sugarbu//. So, they
knew each other from running into one
another while playing at shows.
Riepenhoff happened to bump into
Scott, the dnimmerof Blitzen, at a bar in
Toledo and they began discussing the
prospects of starting up a new band. They
decided that if they were going to play
again they were not going to play the same
songs that most bar bands tend to play.
They noticed that hip-hop and
rap were popular on the radio, so they
began to learn the songs they felt the crowd
could dance

Ripenhoff admits thai he isn't a huge fan
of all of the songs they cover, and enjoys listening mainly lo groovy pop music.
"I listen to il, but most of it, I wouldn't go
out and buy," he said. However, he does
own the new Outcast and Maroon 5
albums.
Most bands start off by playing songs
they like to hear and then later on in the
night play the songs the crowd wants to
hear, according lo Riepenhoff.
The WOW Factor hasn't played very
many shows however, but they have
already had some memorable moments
while on the stage. While playing a show at
Club Soda in Toledo, a girl from the crowd
enjoyed their music so much she began to
strip on stage until a bouncer stopped it
when she began to take her pants off.
Each time the band plays a show, the
crowds keep getting larger and larger,
Riepenhoff said. They have even been able
lo bring in crowds to the bars that are usually slow this time of year.
"We are starting to really build a following," Riepenhoff said.
The WOW Factor's next performance will
be iheir debut al Brewster's Poumouse
Saturday night. "Vte are really excited to
play down at BG," he said.
In the future, the band is planning on
branching out to become more of a regional act.

Retirement New
rapper's delight
By Holly Phillips
1HE REVEILLE

After years of threatening to
call it quits, rapper Sean "R
Diddy" Combs, announced
that his next album, PD5 set to
release in the fall, will be his
last. 1 lowever, Combs is not the
only one leaving the rap scene.
When artist Jay-Z released
77ie Black Album, he also confinned his retirement.
Mentioning to drop out of
the rap industry is not uncommon in the hip-hop world.
Both Combs and Carter talked
about stepping out as early as
1999, when former rapper,
Mase. left his music to concentrate on religious endeavers.
Some artists, such as Dr. Dre
in 2002, considered leaving the
business simply because they
have nothing else to say.
Rapper DMX left the music
scene last year, to focus on
family and church.
Throwing in the towel is
nothing new for the hip-hop
media, however it is unheard of
for rappers to leave and never
return.
Abandoning the business
cannot be done at just any
time. It seems to be popular to
leave when things are still
going strong.
"If you go out on top, you
leave a much larger legacy,"
Andre Bouffard, a business
sophomore said. "If you leave
when people push you out,
then it really is over."
In other occupations, leaving

is the last consideration when
income is high and employees
enjoy the work.
Retiring while still in
demand leaves an advantage
for performers. Although the
artist may not plan on returning to the scene, if the fans will
be around, there is an option of
coming back, said Bouffard.
"It Iretiringl is just an easy
way to make money on their
last album," Angela
Barthelemy, an accounting
freshman said.
However, the recoid sales for
recent rappers announcing a
leave do not prove to have a
greater financial income.
"All of their CDs have sold
equally as well as their previous
albums since they announced
retirement," said Matthew
Cwieka, 34, a sales associate at
Sam Goody. "For P-Diddy, his
stuff hasn't sold well for the
past five years."
According to MTV News, for
Combs, his work will be concentrated on his entertainment
label, and his clothing line. He
will also continue his acting
career, moving on from small,
but important roles.
Various news sources have
said that lay-Z will continue to
produce music with Roc-AFella Records
"They won't be missed,"
Barthelemy said. "There are
plenty of other artists out
there."
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THE LIVING
END

VON
B0NDIES

MODERN
ARTILLERY
Reprise Records

If The Living End were (o
receive a phone call tomorrow, it
would most likely be London
calling and demanding that the
Aussie punkabilly rockers stop
ripping off the classic punk gods,
The Clash. Modern ARTillery is
The Living End's third album. A
sooner release was anticipated,
however, lead singer and songwriter Chris Cheney was in a
serious car accident that almost
cost him his life.
Produced by MarkTrombino,
who is credited for launching die
career of Jimmy Eat World,
Modern ARTillery attempts to
follow its masterpiece of a predecessor, 2001 s, Roll On, by making an album that has one sole
intention; be mainstream friend-

PAWN SH0PPE
HEART
Sweerwater Records

son tradition at Put-In-Bay that
bears the album's name.
Fogg, the jokingly self-proclaimed "Island Rock God," has a
lot of country influences in his
acoustic rock style. The interesting combination works, though,
and makes for a relaxed and
reflective album
He does make several
attempts at fast-paced songs that
don't seem to work as well as his
more laid-back pieces. "Island
Rock God" has vocals and a
melody that come off almost
hokey, departing from his otherwise smooth music. He does not
sound like he is very comfortable
with making a somewhat serious
track at a faster tempo - as
opposed to his comedic CD Kiss
My Bass, which has quick songs
whose comedy make them
sound great.
Another problem may lie in
appealing to crowds that are not
fans of boating or island-hopping. While hearing Put-ln-Bay's
name put to song is kind of novel
to those native to the northern
Ohio area, half a CD's worth of
tributes to lake Erie can get a bit
old.
Fogg's appeal, however, is
mostly to those who share his
love for the sea and, especially,
Put-In-Bay. And for those who
can appreciate his nautical contemplations. Wants is an inspired
reminder of Lake Erie and the
emotions it can evoke from
boaters.
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Appropriately, a bright yellow
label on the front of the CD
proudly touts, "Warning: filthy
adult content!" And it's Fogg's
cavalier usage of "filthy adult
content" coupled with his interesting blend of country and
acoustic rock that makes his
album so enjoyable.
One of the best tracks on the
CD, entitled " Hypothetical!)'
Speakin'," Fogg sings about all of
the tilings diat he did not do last
night, unless you're "hypotheticalry speakin'," in which case he
"might" have done such things
as getting very drunk and sleeping with fat prostitutes.
Kiss My Hass has several short
segments of Fogg playing live at
The Littie Bar in Cleveland that
are very funny. His charisma
comes out as he badgers a
woman in the crowd about
whether she was hammered,
then launches into his song
"You're Starting To Get
I lanimered Aren't You?"
The most outrageous, perhaps
longest-ever tide is "lfThey
Could lust Cut Off Your Great
Big Fat Ass I Think I Could Love
You Forever," a song that starts
off with him live, saying that he
thought it would be a great tide
for a song but could not think of
lyrics. Eventually, though, he
breaks into another hilarious
song.
Ray Fogg's Kiss My Bass is a
great CD to laugh along to in
your car. Its adult lyrics arc not
for shock value but are the basis
of his comedy, which he melds
very well with his unique style of
country-inspired rock.
- Dan Myers

If the name of Von Bondies'
lead singer sounds familiar, but it
may not be because of their
music. Pictures of front man,
lason Stollsteimer, black, blue,
and bloodied, have been
smeared across the pages of
most music magazines, after his
bar brawl with lack White of the
White Stripes.
It has been rumored that
Stollsteimer and White planned
their clash as a publicity stunt.
With a conventional indie garage
band sound, the Detroit native,
Von Bondies might lack the drive
to distinguish themselves from
the masses in the Motor City
mi'sic scene.
What Von Bondies may lack in
ingenuity, they make up for in
catchy college radio singles waiting to happen, The song,
"C'mon, C'mon" demands a second and even third listen, until
die words arc committed to
memory as well as your POO
number. Ihe brooding performance within "Maircad" has a
raw quality that exhibits the
emotional intensity the band is
- Dan Myers
developing.
I lowever, there are several
obnoxious tracks begging to be
RAY FOGG
skipped. "Tell Me What You See"
features an insane rhythm that is &THE
tarnished by the teenage-sound- SWINGIN'
ing background vocals. Ihe lack LESBIAN
of maturity or depth of the
did you know....
FROGS
female vocals on this track give it
the sound of something that
KISS MY BASS
could end up on the soundtrack SIRE Records
of an Olsen-twins movie.
While underdeveloped and
If you're looking for a nice,
wrapped in rock cliche', the core
inoffensive, politically correct
of the Von Bondies sound is
CD, this isn't it.
solid. Carrie Smith's bass lines
But diat's okay.
are strong, and resonate well
Ray Fogg has a knack for writwithin the album's structure.
ing songs that are nowhere near
The lyrics are a little frcshmoric,
inoffensive or politically correct,
but give the impression that
but turn out hilarious Kiss My
Stollsteimer is perhapsonly
Bats has 12 tracks of comedy
beginning to flex his skills for
that mostly focuses on drinking,
prose. This first album shows
sex and overweight whores.
potential, but needs fine tuning
before the possible masterpiece
the Von Bondies hint at.
Most recently, the Von Bondies
have been touring the UK. After
their independent release of Rare
id Am
and Raw in lune of 2003, the
anagement
band gained mainstream popularity in Europe, and is hoping to
experience a similar success during their upcoming U.S. tour.
- Jenny Palmer

rhe first track on the album,
" What Would You Do," masters
the three-minute pop/neo-punk
foundation by laying down a
quick track with thunderous
drum beats, catchy lyrics about
an uninteresting love situation,
and cementing it all together
with a quick, repetitive chord
progression. This foundation
continues to house the first half
of the album, adding intense
dynamics, which coincidentally
makes up for the seven tracks of
dull lyrical content.
Modern ARTillery begins to
cause insane amounts of contusion from tracks 7 through 14.
"Hold Up" and "Short Notice"
begin to sound as if the tracks
were really cut by Blink 182, who
somehow randomly decided to
add an Australian dialect to the
songs, while out of nowhere, a
ska-like feel comes though on
"Putting You Down."
I lowever, the most confusing
song, which really seems as if
this track was just thrown on for
a good giggle, is the track entitled, "So What." "So What" combines a slide guitar, which adds a
country like twang, and lyrics
that sound as if they were stolen
from the (iin Blossom's secret
archives, "So What" is a good
song, just simply placed on the
wrong album.
The Living End will be opening, (even though they have
opened for the likes of Green
Day, The Offspring, and the
Classic Rock Messiahs, AC/DC)
for newcomers, let, who have the
current hit song, "Are You Gonna
Be My Girl," being played on
heavy rotation and The Vines'
who had the hit, "Get Free" in
late 2002, in the "Aussie Invasion
Tour," which will hit the Blossom RAY FOGG
Music Center in Cleveland
Saturday, lune 12th. The Living
WAVES
End is proclaimed as "Down
Under's Best Live Band" are getSweetwater
ting rave reviews as they contin- Records
ue throughout the first leg of the
Being a native of Rattlesnake
tour.
Island in Lake Erie, Ray Fogg is
Bottom Line: Modem
ARTillery just might have enough well accustomed to boating. All
his life, he has frequented Putammo to launch it to a low position on the charts, but the album In-Bay, the popular tourist
attraction on South Bass Island.
does not contain songs of mass
His love for Put-In-Bay and boatdestruction. The album is definatley worth a try, however don't ing in general shines through in
buy this album if you are looking his latest album, Waves.
In fact, most of the CD's songs
for some hardcore punk rioting
deal with sailing from port to
music. The worst tiling this
album might make you do is tear port. The track, "I Left Catawba"
was dedicated to an end-of-seathe tags off of your mattress.

19% of
Blockbuster
video's revenue
comes from
overdue fees.

352-4380

X

2 Bedroom

2 Bedroom
Apartments
from only

Deluxe
Apartments
from only

$

per
500month!

Heat,
Water, Er Gas
Included!

$

600«,

Spacious, newly
remodeled units!
NEW Bathrooms
NEW Kitchens with built in
dishwashers & microwaves

$100 OFF

one months rent
for new renters!

CHICKEN RON
Saturday, March 27th at 3:00 pm

Brother

.»" ■ * *** " *»^rw

Saturday, April 1 Oth at 3:00 pm

Saturday, May 1 st at 3:00 pm

I

In the entertainment industry, there is a tried and true
mediod of raking in cash
when die creative well has run
dry; just go retro! Every movie
studio, television network, and
record company knows diat
nostalgia is irresistible, especially when it's wrapped up in
a brand new, sparkry package.
For proof, look no further
than the recent rebirth of die
1970s, in all its bell-bottomed
glory.
A man cryogenically frozen
in 1978 could be thawed out
tomorrow and feel right at
home. After all, "Dawn of the
IX-ad" and "Starsky & Mutch"
are topping the box office,
"That 70s Show' is in all-day
syndicadon, and bands like
The Strokes and The Darkness
are still playing the groovy guitar licks from the Gerald Ford
Era. lust glancing out his window, our unfrozen disco
dancer might see a dozen different guys with shaggy hair
and tnicker hats, making him
wonder why mankind has
failed to evolve in a quarter of
a century.
Of course, no retro trend
can last forever. Eventually, the
public grows fired of reliving
their childhood, and they
want to relive dieir teenage
years instead. With that in
mind, there seems to be little
doubt as to what awaits us.
Yes, the 80s revival is coming,
and it's going to tear dirough
America worse than Pac Man
at a pixilated buffet line.
In fact, 1980s Part Two has
already begun, from the airwaves of VI11 to the toy aisles
ofVVal-Mart. It's no coincidence that lie-Man and the
Ninja Turtles are back on the

shelves. The children of the
80's are the target consumers
of today, and the entertainment of the good old days is
ripe for corporate recycling.
Before any current freshmen receive their diplomas,
the new parade of remakes
and re-issues will be well
underway. If there is a 1980s
TV show that anyone vaguely
remembers, chances are it will
find its way to the silver screen
and recast with today's biggest
stars. lust imagine...
People will be lining the
streets to see Ashton Kutcher
reprise the great Scott Baio's
role in "Charles in Charge:
Recharged," costarring DMX
its "Bad" Ruddy lembeck.
Not to be outdone, lessica
Alba, or maybe lessica Biel, or
perhaps lessica Simpson, will
star in "Punky Brewstcn All
Grown Up," while Steven
Spielberg and George Ureas
will utilize highly unnecessary
CGI to reintroduce the worid
to ALF: Alien Life form.
In the music business, die
synthesizer will make its long
awaited return, and
Nickclback will somehow
make it sound worse than it
ever had before. Coldplay and
No Doubt will officially
become Tears For Fears cover
bands, linkin lv<irk will hit the
stage in spandex, and perhaps
for one solitary moment,
Michael lackson won't be batguano insane.
Meanwhile, on college campuses nationwide, truckerchic will lie replaced widi
oversized sweaters and frizzy
mullets, Chunk from "The
Goonies" will be a popular
Presidential write-in vote and
not a single sold will be keen
enough to start preparing for
the 90s.

w/ dishwashers + garbage disposal,
furnished, 9&1/2 or 1 year lease available

Apts #1-12

/Starting at
l$600/mo + electric

Apts #25-39

/starting at
"\ $650/IIIO ♦ gas+electrlc
(limit 4)

■ REMODELED

Apts #13-24

/starting at
*S$650/mo

(unfurnished)

(New kitchens. New Carpel. & Tile Floors)

month!

Showing in the Bowen-Thompson Student Union Theater

Parking available in lot E
located on Thurstin St.
between Pike St. and E.
Court St. Also paid parking
available across from lot E
in the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union main lot.

PULSE WHITER

(in walking distance of campus)

&

\>

By Andrew dayman

2 Bedroom, 2 Baths

at the Bowen-Thompson Student Union

yt

Retro trends: a
look back into
the future

■ OWiN-THOMPSON

STUDENTUNION
www bgsu edwoHicei/ w/unioo
(4191372-9000

Sponsored by: Bowen-Thompson Student Union and Off Campus Student Services

GREENBRIAR, INC.
445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717
»wu.greenbriarrentals.com
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Series' second installment
depicts individual tragedies
ByfeffVank
PUIS! KIIIIEII

The film shown a( last night's
Holocaust and the Moving
Image series was Asher Tlalini's
documentary, "Don't Touch My
I lolocaiisi."
This film is from the Israeli
point of view. Special guest
speaker, David Brenner noted,
"lit] provides a reflection of
Israelis dealing with the
I lolocaust."
This highly symbolic film follows Israel's Akko Theater
Center as they prepare for production of the play "Arbeit
Macht I'rei."
The play's actors meet survivors to understand the devastation the I lolocaust caused
them.
The troupe hears many heart
breaking stories that bring an
emotional reality to what life in
a concentration camp was like.
It's easier to hear a blank state-

ment that six million people
died, than it is to see the expression of a survivor when they arc
forced to remember the pain
they experienced.
This film is about remembering the past and educating
those who never learned it.
Iliis film offers many testimonials of the Holocaust. And
Tlalim uses great visuals to
evoke a wide spectrum of feeling.
In one woman's covered her
face as she gives her story. This
allows us to have mental images
to go along with her words.
During another testimony,
Tlalim shows an extreme close
up of a woman's lace. This
brings a certain amount of intimacy that the audience shares
with her as she remembers how
the Holocaust affected her
father.
This film focuses on how
soon people forgot the impact

of the Holocaust. Tlalim goes to
great lengths to show how the
Holocaust's significance is lost
to the new generation.
The Israeli people seem to
have shoved that reality to the
back of their minds. Tlalim gives
an example of this with a scene
at an Israeli elementary school
during Holocaust
Remembrance Day.
The kids don't pay attention
to the ceremony and talk
amongst themselves throughout it. No matter how young, it's
difficult to see people treat the
event with such disrespect.
There is something very
human and universal about
that response, however. Can
you remember the last lime
that you had a moment of
silence for the victims of the
Oklahoma City bombing?
I wonder if in 20 to 30 years,
will September 11 still resonate
the same emotions as they do

now, or will we all forget as we
put that tragedy behind us?
"Arbeit Macht Frei" ends up
being a huge success in Israel. It
has had a three year run, with
performances that ran twice a
week in a theater that only sat
30 people at a time. Tickets had
to be reserved a full year in
advance.
There is some measure of
hope in the knowledge that
there are people like Asher
I l.ilit 11 out there. Those who will
never let the atrocities of the
past be forgotten no matter
how unpleasant it might be to
remember them.
At least those who saw the
play were educated on the significance of the Holocaust and
one can only hope that the next
time that they hear the sirens go
off, they will stop for a moment
and honor the victims from a
generation before them who
suffered so greatly.

Hollywood looking for next'Rings'
By Steven ReJ
KNIGHl RIDDED

It doesn't take an Oxford don
to explain why mote Uiaii a
dozen big-hudget fantasiesaiv
in the works.
The $2.84 billion international take for Peter Jackson's "I.ord
of the Rings" trilogy and bestpicture and director Oscars for
the "Return of the King"—not to
mention kabillions in
I )VD/vidco sales, merchandising and ancillary rights—have
ignited the formerly disparaged
dungeons-and-dragons genre.
"What Peter lackson did was
open our eyes to the bigger
world you can create," says
Rodney Ferrell of Fox 2000,

which is adapting the bestselling young-adult novel
"Fragon" to the screen.
"What lord of the Rings' has
proved is that Ifantasyl can be
synonymous with quality
drama and storytelling," says
Mark Ordesky, the New Line
Cinema Productions chief executive officer who presided over
the seven-years-in-the- making
Tolkien trilogy.
Unlike Ordesky. 40, for whom
"labyrinth" and "Conan the
Barbarian" were teenage mustsees, today's audiences are seeing their fantasy literature translated into works with artistic
cred.
Many projects in the

419-352-0717
FALL 2004 APARTMENT LEASING
l»f Ridge Manor Apartments
•2 bedroom, 1 bath townhouses
* starling at S590/mo + gas and electric

H' Bull Apartments
• (1470 8 1490 Clough Street)
• 2 Bedrooms /1 Bath, furnished
• A/C, Dishwashers / garbage disposals
* 9 1/2 month lease starting @ 590/month
plus gas and electric. 1 year lease avail.

DrJ Remodeled Fraice Apartments
• Completely Remodeled 2 Bed. 2 Baths,
new kitchens, new carpet, new furniture. .
* starling at S635/mo + electric

Ef 42b E. Court Street
• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths, furnished apartments
* Dishwashers/ garbage disposals
* starting at $600/mo + gas + electric

SIGN UP TODAY I
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green OH 43402

www.greentir8arrentals.com

impending onslaught, such as
"Fragon," are intended as first
installments in "IXJTR"-style
franchises.
Ordesky and New I jne have
two trilogies on the fast track:
"I lis Dark Materials," based on
British author Philip Pullman's
adventures of a precocious
orphan girl, animal demons,
witches, and an armor-clad
polar bear, and "Inkheart." from
Gasman novelist Cornelia
I'unke, in which another feisty
young femme battles characters
magical and malevolent.
With their kidnik heroes and
academic/literary settings, New
I jne's dueling series fall somewhere between Tolkien's

Middle-earth and the world of 1.
K. Rowling's "Harry Potter."
While Ordesky is understandably upbeat about "His Dark
Materials" and "Inkheart"—
and the advances in computergenerated effects that make
them possible—not everyone is
convinced that "quality drama
and storytelling" will survive
once the afterglow of "The lord
of the Rings" has faded.
Viggo Monensen, the reluctant monarch Aragom in the
"Loid of the Rings" movies,
agrees: "I'd be surprised if anything will be as good as "The
Lord of the Rings.'"

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Actors capture
characters easily
ANTIGONE, FROM PAGE 7

his eyes in a curious manner. He
gives the story a sense of realism
because he does not portray a
rich man. He is a poor man that
desperately will do anything to
provide for a family he hardly
sees.
All the actors in this brooding
play depict their characters well

enough to convey their actual
feelings. "Antigone" is a wonderfully represented play.
The production of "Antigone"
is Thursday through Saturday at
8:00 p.m. and Saturday and
Sunday at 2:00 p.m. in the loe E.
Brown Theater. The tickets are
$5. For ticket reservations, call
the box office at (419) 372-2719.

Graduation engagements
pose worries, reliefs for
University students
ENGAGEMENT, FROM PAGE 7

Wolfcrt wants some sense of
stability when she decides to
take that step.
"I'm going to take the time to
build my own life before I combine it with someone else's."
Wolfert said.
"I want to be able to support
myself first. Engagement for me
is a long time away."
Melissa Modzelewski, senior,
also thinks some people might
be rushing things.
To her, just because someone
is graduating from college doesn't mean that marriage is the
next logical step.
"It seems like people think
that since they're graduating that
it means it's lime to get married
and start a family," Modzelewski
said.
Some people may be taking
premature steps.
"If you try and rush things, it's
not going to happen or it just
won't last," Keeton said.
"You really have to IK- sure."
"I think they got engaged too

soon. They thought they were
ready but they just weren't."
Keeton said
The couple ended up calling
oil'the wedding.
While my fiance' and 1 are as
sure as we could be, we think
deciding to wait until well after
graduation to start the wedding
planning is a smart move.
We set our date for a year after
my graduation so we wouldn't
have to deal with planning a
wedding while I was in school.
I think that's most often the
best way to alleviate a lot of wedding stress.
No matter how ready a couple
is, how long they've been together or how supportive people are
of them, there will always be
people who think it's not a good
idea to get married so soon after
college.
Many people much older and
wiser have told me to take some
time out after I graduate to travel
and'see the world.'
I plan to do that: I'll just be
doing it with my husband.

Make JOHN NEW10VE REAL ESTAIE, INC. your FIRST CHOICE
in your search for affordable housing!
EFFICIENCIES

LA

4S1 TIWRSTIN- Across Street from Offenhauer. Furnished
with full bath, stove and refrigerator. School Year- One person
Rate- $395.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $355.00.
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for I or 2 occupants. Check with Rental Office
for prices for 2 occupants.
S17 F- REED STREET- At Thurstin. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One person Rate$460.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $385.00
707-727 THIRD STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $395.00, One YearOne Person Rate- $350.00.
82S THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed! Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One Person Rate$450.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $400.00.
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $345.00.
839 SEVENTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Ratc$450.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $385.00.

PETS ALLOWED
with $225.00 Nonrefundable pet deposit at these location:
403 High
825 Third
831 Seventh
640 Eighth
841 Eighth
725 Ninth
777 Manville

rJ
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rales available for 1.2 or 3 occupants. Check with Rental
Office for prices other than Two Person Rates.
.517 E. REED. At Thurstin. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- $610.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $510.00.
505 CI.OIIOH STREET- BehindKinko's. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath + vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $620.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
615 SECOND STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- $620.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
402 HIOH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath.
School Year-Two Person Rate- $590.00. One Year- Two
Person Rate- $490.00.
701 FOURTH STREET. Furnished or Unfurnished. One
bath. Vanity in each bedroom. School Year-Two Person Rate$62000. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
8411-850 SIXTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
Two full baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.
707 SIXTH. 818 SEVENTH & Ml SEVENTHFurnished or Unfurnished. One bath + Hall. School YearTwo Person Rate- $545.00. One Year- Two Person Rale$460.00.
724 S. COI.I.F.C.E DRIVE. Unfurnished. Dishwasher.
I 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

Saturday- 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Apply online at cedarpoint.com or call 1.800.668. JOBS for rtvt,nls
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Caffeine: A safe pick-me-up?
day, a cup or two of coffee isn't
going to alter a person's health,"
nutrition educator Tonya Hefner
said.
However, Hefner said it could
become a problem if someone
consumes caffeine from other
resources in addition to the coffee.
Sipping on a large cofft
Carnation Cafc in the U
senior Mandy Lohrman
that although she enjoys
feinated coffee, she's aware of the
negative reactions it can haveon
the body.
"When my roommatd] was
around 14,he drank three rap-litter bottles of pop and had to betaken to the hospital because he
overdosed on caffeine. It caudtd
him to shake and increase his
heartbeat and blood pressure,"

By Angie Scirrto
GUESI *«ll[«

Whether it comes in coffee, tea,
chocolate, or soft drinks, many
college students believe caffeine
is a vital ingredient to help their
day last a bit longer.
"I'm on campus all day with a
full course load and coffee serves
as an extra pick me up," senior
Caroline Kelly said.
Kelly said she started drinking
coffee in high school but
increased to about 15 cups per
week since she's been in college
because of the extra stress.
Along with coffee, Kelly said
she also enjoys chocolate covered
coffee beans.
"They give me the extra jolt of
energy right away, where as coffee usually takes a bit longer,"
Kelly said. "I'll eat a handful at a
time when you're only supposed
to eat a few," she said, laughing.
"As long as you're getting
enough calcium and consuming
enough water throughout the

I "Iii 11i.iii said.

According to the International
Food Information Council, moderate caffeine consumption is
considered to be about 300 milligrams, which is equal to three

!

ST^NT ST^WJS

cups of coffee.
This depends on the individual
and can vary from one to several
beverages.
.» *
However, there might be some
benefits to consuming Inge
amounts of caffeinated coffee.
'-■According to alawly that
appeared iu Annals of Internal
i- lasi month, drinking
lan six cup* of caffeinated
cottedhiiiglit redjjee the risk of
type-Il'^jabetes by It least 30 percent.
While researchers a.l Harvard
School of l\iblic I Icaith are rT|j
clear on what caffeinated coffee
does to possibly reduce the risk of this disease, Lohrman isn't convinced by this study in this study
since her father and sister have
type-II diabetes and have always
consumed a lot of coffee.
Though Hefner said she had
never heard of the study, she recommends that students should
still take a common sense
approach to their nutrition.
They might need to make

»'xo- Mon:
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Sun:
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One ofBG's newest complexes
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Call

530 S. Maple St. A-i4i-'a.Mon-Fri. 8-12,1-4:30

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9 am-5 pm
Sat. 9 am-1pm

www.greenbriarrentals.com

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full bath
• A/C fireplace, microwave,
dishwasher, G/D
• Starting at $780/ month
• FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

■ 2 bedroom town houses with full
basement. Washer/ dryer hookup
■ Starting at $750/ month + utilities

• 2 bedrooms starting at $590"°/ month + utilities

•Indoor Heated Pool
-New Equipment
•Sauna
'Updated Lighting
•HydraSpa Whirlpool
Professional Trainers Available

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
(419)352-0717

SA1ES

@3U9GfEl9GD©3
We are looking for account executives
to sell for the
BGSU telephone directory.

"Campbell Hill
Apartments

Frajee Avenue Apartment • Buff Apartments • Ridge M^nor

• Great pay potential
• Flexible Hours
• Bonus Incentives
• April • August
• Valuable Sales Experience

mmer Listings Availa

* Must have own Car*

445 E. Woosler
Bowling Green. OH 43402

352-0717
GREENBRIAR. INC.

SaU02
FREE
Membership privilege to newly renovated
Cherrywood Health Spa

5237.50/person + utilities (4 person rate)
...get them while they last!

• 3 bedroom/ 2 bath, furnished
• Starting at $790/ month + utilities
- UNITS 49-72 FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

Monday - Friday 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-1pm

SCHOLARSHIP
Non-traditional women students, apply now. April 10 deadline. Contact
cindycolvin2002@yahoo.com

Make your home at:
Updated Haven House • Updated Fox Run •
Piedmont • Newly Renovated Birchwood •Triplex
Models Now Open

**Mercer Manor
Apartments

Hours:

Make money taking on-line surveys.
Earn $10 to $125 for surveys.
Earn $25 to $250 for focus groups.
Visit www.cash4students.com/bowtg

506, 514,524 N. Enterprise

"Columbia Court
Apartments

424 & 451 Frazee
■ 3 bedroom/ 2 bath, A/C,
fireplace, microwave,
dishwasher & G/D
' Starting at $900/ month -^utilities
FREE WIRELESS INTERNET IN SOME UNITS

Services Offered

www.PreferredPropertiesCo.com

ASK ABOUT FREE WIR

DEPOSIT
SPECIAL

The BO New* rctcrve* the right 10
decline. di*cowinue or reviie any adver
tiNement such aa those found lo be dcfamalory. lacking in factual basis, misleading
or false in nature All fldvertiiemenl* are
•uhjctl lo editing and approval.

Preferred Properties Co.

MARCH MADNESS

**Heinz Apartments

372-6977

The BC News wilt Dot knowingly fcxqti
:wlvi."ni\ffnicni* that discriminate, or
encourage discrimination •yaiiut Mjr
individual or group on the ru*i.» of race,
icx, c.ikir.iwed. religion, national origin,
»ejLual oricniatton. diMbiliiy. atatin a* a
veteran, or on ihebusuof any other legally protected %Uttu*

GREENBRIAR, INC.

3 bedroom
apartments with
2 full baths,
A/C, microwaves,
dishwasher,
garbage disposal,
furniture and
laundry on site.
Plenty of Parking!

11am-1:30am
11 am-1:30am
11 am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11 am-1:30am

ness.
"In the morning, your blood
sugar is lower so by just eating an
apple it can help make you more
alert," said Hefner.
Inhnnan pointed out that she
doesn't drink a lot of coffee except
when site's writing a paper
because she feels it helps her
write better.
"It might just be a comfort
thing or out of habit," said
Iflhrman as she looked down
and realized that she was doing
homework with a cup of coffee in
her hand.
l-reshman Bryan Kessler said
he drinks a cup of coffee everyday.
"It's an addiction," he said.
"Everyday I have to have it or I'll
get a headache."
Kelly admits that she tried to
give up drinking coffee because
she was afraid it would stain her
teeth.
"It only lasted a week," Kelly
said. "I'm always around coffee.
It's so hard to be away from it."

Time is running out for Fall 2004...

"All Day, Everyday"
n

more of a lifestyle change rather
than rely on coffee to get through
the day.
"It could be that the person
isn't getting enough rest which
would make them feel fatigued,"
I leii n'i said.
Jnstead of relying on coffee,
jfefner advised to focus on getting more sleep.
Hefner said she doesn't know
of any long term complications of
caffeine; however, she pointed
out that if a person is consuming
a lot of caffeinated beverages or
foods in replace of diose diat provide calcium, it can lead to osteoporosis.
Barbara Hoffman, Assistant
JIMttor of Student Health
Uftvices, advises that if people are
sensitive to their caffeine intake,
they should limit themselves to
only consuming it before noon.
To help reduce the amount of
their caffeine consumption,
Hefner suggests eating three
meals a day to help prevent low
blood sugar, which causes tired-

www greenbnarrentals coin

dub Pulse Presents

SpringBreak2004

For more information call 372-0430 or email twhitma@bgnet.bgsu.edu
DEADLINE April 12.
MEDICAL

Take Your
BACHELOR DEGREE to a

March 25 - 27

COLLEGE

OF

OHIO

As awareness of public health issues and needs increases, so do the
career opportunities In the fields of environmental and occupational
health and epidemiology. Professionals who specialize in environmental and occupational health and epidemiology anticipate, recognize,
evaluate and control harmful factors such as chemical spills; air, waste,
soil, and food contaminations; harmful work practices, and bioterrorist
activities. These professionals develop, implement and manage a
broad scope of environmental and occupational hearth programs, and
work in a variety of settings such as;
• Manufacturing and service industries
• Government agencies at the local, county, state and federal
levels (i.e., EPA. OSHA)
• Health-care organizations
• Research facilities

)gOGU@)

The Department of Public Hearth at MCO offers a Master of Science in
Occupational Health degree with an ASAC ABET-accredited major in
Industrial Hygiene, as well as. a CEPH-accredited Master of Public
Health degree program, as part of the Northwest Ohio Consortium for
Public Health, with majors in Environmental and Occupational Health,
or Epidemiology. Reasons students choose these degree programs
include;

Wear YourBeachAttireAndGetinFREE
S
m this AA in
*v
m

• Faculty members who are national recognized; full-time faculty
members are doctorally prepared
• Classes held on evenings and weekends to accommodate mo«t
work schedules
• Small class size thai allows for more individual attention
• Excellent, hands-on fieldwork opportunities

Healing Begtns with Kncwtedgo

Applications for Fall, Spring and Summer are accepted year
round. For more information or to schedule a personal visit, contact
us at (419) 383-5356. malderman@mco.edu or visit our Web site at;
httpyAvww.mco.edu/allrVpubbealth.
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Personals

Help Wanted

For Sale

Campus Pollveves
Big Screen TV
Happy Hours Daily 4 to 8.
Free Delivery 11 to 1 am Daily.

•BARTENDING! S300/day potential
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

Business opportunity for creative
person. Possibilities endless. Quaint
coffee shop/cafe 3 blocks from campus. 419-308-3157 - 419-288-9915

352-9636.

Mowing and Landscaping.
Call lor application. 419-874-5006
or toll free 1-877-285-6141.

brought to you by

Slashing tanning prices! Unlimited
only $25. Semester unlimited $45.
Booths & beds.
Campus Tanning 352-7889.

Wanted
2 people needed to take over May
04-May 05 lease Sterling Univ. Enclave. 2 bdrms. in unfurn. apt. Call
419-270-0826 or 419-308-2265

Help Wanted
1 Summer & 3 Fall openings for
qualified So or Jr. to work part-time
selling as an Advertising Executive
for the BG News. Real world experience with flexible hours. Must have
own transportation Stop in to pick
up an application at 204 West Hall
ALL STUDENTS/OTHERS
Entry-level pos in Cusl. Sales/
Sorvice
♦ Very flexible schedules
♦ Great Income potential
* Fun env. No exp. necessary
•:• May continue throughout
summer break
•:• Conditions exist All ages 18+
Call Now 419-861-6133 or apply @
workforsludents.com/np
•>

Brand Name Warehouse, a liquidator of the hottest fashion brands m
the country, is looking for setup/teardown, cashiers, and floor/recovery
assistants for our clothing clearance
sale running 3/29 & 3/30 at the Bowen-Thompson Student Union.
Competitive wages and clothing incentive Please e-mail us at
iobs@brandnamewarehouse.org include name, contact information and
previous experience
Collectors Part-time. Bilingual helpful. Shifts start 830am to 11 30am
or 5:00 pm-9:00 pm. National Collection Agency Will train Base pay
plus bonus Send resume to: United
Collection Bureau Inc. 5620 Southwick Blvd Toledo. OH 43614 Attn.
Human Resources, email to
emDloyment@ucbinc.com fax to
419-725-5339. web address:
ucbinccom. EOE.
COUNSELORS - N.Y.S.
CO-ED RESIDENT CAMP
Great Staff. Great Facilities
GREAT EXPERIENCE
ARTS & CRAFTS, WOODWORK,
MALE LIFEGUARDS. TENNIS.
MALE ATHLETIC
Complete application on-line
WWW.KENNYBROOK.CQM
KENNYBROOK(g>AOL.COM
Mobile Health Fair Team
Gain practical medical experience
In a mission environment.
Receive training & perform health
screenings for audio, vision, dental,
& blood work.
Minimum requi'Smsffls: Interest in
health care Possess an interest in
mission. 1 year of college study.
Additional sKills helpful: Dental exp.
and/ or ability to speak Spanish.
Dates ol employment: 6/7/04 8/8/04. workweek is from Sun. thru
Thurs.. w/ an occasional Fri
Salary: $2500. Room/ board while
traveling. For additional info. & application please visit our website:
WYrYy,synQ<jQithecQYflnant,Qrg Click
on "Links," 'Mobile Health Fair Ministry." "Application " Deadline for application 4/15/04

Sports! Fun! Outdoors! Kids!
Money! Maine camp needs fun loving counselors to teach land/water
sports. Great summer! Call 888-8448080, apply: www.campcedar.com
Summer event crowd management
staff Want to be involved in virtually
every major event in Cleveland
Town? We are putting together our
summer event staff These are full
and part-time seasonal positions
and are avail, for all shifts. Excellent
pay, benefits and full-time year
round employment positions are
avail. Initial pay rate is based on interview & dependent on assignment.
Call for interview at 216-426-7333.
The BGSU Upward Bound Program
is a college preparatory program for
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS from
Toledo, Ohio. We offer a six-week
Summer Residential Learning Community
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
JUNE 26-AUGUST 8. 2004
CLASSROOM INSTRUCTORS
Bachelor's degree required in selected area of instruction. Instructor
may request class period. Same
class period each day- Monday
through Friday. Non-residential. Salary is Si 200 per class
Morning Session (8:30am-9 45am
or 9:45- 11:00am or 11:00 am12:15pm)
•Communications (debate, dramatics, or speech) linked with a
•Composition (three classes will
be ottered) linked with a
•Social Studies (American his
tory, American government, or sociology)
Afternoon Session (1 45 -300 pm
or3:00-4-15pm)
•Earth and Space Science
•Applied Mathematics
•Algebra
•Geometry
•Foreign Language (Spanish or
French)
RESIDENTIAL AIDES -Minimum
sophomore classification. Must reside in campus housing with students. Cannot be enrolled in University classes during employment period. Responsibilities include, but are
not limited to:
(1) Assuring all students adhere
to the rules and regulations of the
Upward Bound Program and Bowling Green State University
(2) Assisting with a classroom
activity when needed
(3) Coordinating and implementing student activities during the evening hours Single room, board and
salary of S1500.
Applications are available at the
Upward Bound Program office
410 Saddlemlre Student Services
Bldg.
Can complete an application and interview in program office. MUST
have a transcript (official or unofficial) to interview. Interviews will last
thirty minutes - 930am until 4:30pm
and will conclude on April 2.
MANDATORY staff orientations
on Saturday, June 26.

-\
"Efficiencies & studios avail, for
lease by the week, mo., sem. & year
All util mclud. Fully turn, cable TV
Please call 352-1520 fof more inlo.
1 bdrm. unfum. apt. Pets allowed.
S380 mo. ♦ else. 1 1/2 blks to campus. A/C unit avail. Lease until Aug.,
May renew 353-1484
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■ 5-6 Beorooms. 2 Living Rooms
i Brand New Remodeled Basement
■ New & More Living Space
SO Footage
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1 bedroom apt. 1082 Fairview Ave
$390 mo May - Dec

352-6414

■
■

1 bedroom, duplex, 1 block from
campus. Quiet, good shape. Aug.
lease. Call 352-9392.
12 month leases starling
May 15. 2004:
404 E. Court - 2 bdrm. apt
2 person $550 + util.
420 S Summit - 2 bdrm apt.
2 person $460 ♦ util.
426 1/2 S. Summit - efficiency
1 person $265 * electric
530 Manville - 2 bdrm. house
2 person S530 + util.
605 5th A - 3 bdrm. apt.
3 person $720 ♦ uti
905 Mourning Dove - 3 bdrm. house
3 person SI050 t util
Smith Apartment Rentals
419-352-8917
2 bdrm. unfurn. apt. available
1082 Fairview Ave.
Call Steve at 352-5822

2004-2005
800 Third St. 1 S 2 bdrm Free heat.
water. & sewer.
616 Second St. 1 efficiencie
Call 354-9740 for info or showing.

721 4th St 3 bdrm.. 2 baths, central
air, dishwshr. Avail. May 15. $800
mo. plus dep. & util. 419-353-0494

BG Apts-818/822 2nd St
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
$490 + gas/elec. 12 mo. lease.
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
Great 3 or 4 bdrm. house, block
Irom campus A/C. W/D, gas, Roadrunner, patio, garage May or June
1 yr lease 353-2382
Lg. 2 BR lownhouse. vaulted ceilings, spiral staircase, garage, dwash
Avail. 5/15/04 $280 PP for 3 people Call 352-1104.
Male has room for rent for a clean,
neat, responsible male Furnished
room with freedom of house. $200
deposit, $300/ mo. 354-8117.
MOVE IN NOW-ONE MONTH
FREE 1 and 2 bdrm. apts. avail, in
serene park-like setting. Inclu. dishwasher, heat, water, and trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335.

For Rent
One targe room efficiencies
with private baths & utilities paid
Call 352-5822

Cla-Zel
Theatre
• ••SHOWTIMES "•Fr. Mar 26 Thurs April 1

"House of Sand
and Fog"
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
24
25
27
29
31
32
33
34
35
36
38

Lewis Carroll heroine
Correct
Domain
Vichy or Ems
North Pole denizen
Hard work
Fling
Tempe sch.
Australian capital
Ill-mannered
Cake finisher
Laura ot "Jurassic Park"
Old Russian VIP
Slippery critters
Malicious gossip
Reporter's exclusive
Fret and fuss
Find repugnant
"Do „ others..."
Cake layer
Belgrade inhabitant
Exclamations ot disgust
Pants part
Sicilian spouter
Goes it alone

41
42
43
48
50
51
53
55
56
57
58
59
60
62
65
66
67

49 Blusher
52 Building additions

1
5
9
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
26
28
30
34
37
39
40
44

Jug handles
Jazz sessions
Bitter
Cut short
Go kerplunk
Pesto or marinara
Energize
Post-workout woes
Grant's foe
Swiss capital
Foursomes
Otherwise
Novelist Jong
Swaggers
Put into service
Steals
Bert's Mi'ppet pal
Land in trouble
Barbeta's partner in cartoons
45 Sporl of princes
46 Poetic peeper
47 Motionless
,

Cyberspace
Hammer's target
Racetrack figure
Kin group
Mongolian desert
Wears away
Iron alloy
Pond scum
Gaggle members
Snaking curves
French cleric
Roll up
Surface measure
Catch sight of
Pindar piece
Poet Jonson '
Movie critic Reed

54 Bin's purpose
58
61
63
64
68
69
70
7,1
72
73

Way off
Chowed down
Tree trunks
Block any retreat
Produce offspring
Fencing item
Creature comforts
Exhilarate
Short-tailed wildcat
Dates
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LARGE ONE
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For Rent

S College * 2nd St. 3 bdrm house
with basement. Smr. lease-move in
dale flexible. Call after 8 pm or
weekends 440-263-8318
Something For Everyone
Clean-Comfortable. Affordable
Graduate Students
601 Third St 1 bdrm. turn.. 9-12 mo.
lease
Undergrads
704 Fifth SI. 2 bdrm lurn., 9-12 mo.
rates. Shuttle stop on property.
Seniors, Grade, Couples
710 Seventh St. 2 bdrm., unfurn.
Updated kitchens w/ dishwashers
Shuttle stop on property.

Call 352-3445.
Winthrop Terrace Apts.

Studtnt night is Wed. all
tickets just S3.75

"Lg. & sm. houses infl, Iflases.kw
as $220 mo., sing or groups.
926-930 E Woosler, 6 bdrms.
303 Merry. Lg. porch, 3 liv..5 bdrms.
321 Merry A-D, 4-6 bdrm, gr shape.
3071/2 E Reed St. 3 bdrm. w/d. gar.
315 E.Merry dwn.. 2 bdrms, incl util.
316 &311 E Merry Apts. lg 2 bdrm.
Listings 24/7 located at 316 E. Merry
f3 also Eff. Call 353-0325 9am-9pm
Subleaser needed for summer.
Hillsdale Apts. Cheap rent. Email
ques. to keressi@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Subleaser needed. 1 bdrm apt. on
N. Enterprise avail, in April. Close to
campus. Call 419-367-1858.
Subleaser wanted May - Aug.
2 bdrm. duplex.

1 & 2 bdrm apis available
Call 419-352-9135.

For more info, call 352-1995

f 709 5th Street \
APARTMENTS

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$500/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
.
[419)352-1150

J

Heinzsite
Apartments
710 N. Enterprise
l & 2 Bdrms >•—
■> Bdrms come with washer/dryer
and a bath an

Management Inc.

FILLING UP FAST
STOP BY FOR LISTING
Call 353-5800

^CfE^CA
Management Inc.

CLOSE TO CAMPUS!

Hillsdale Apt., 1082 Fairview
1 & 2 Bdrm Apts./

Management Inc.

CALL 353-5800 for an
appointment today!

3 Bdrm Twnhs.
Dishwasher - Garbage
Disposal -Washer/Dryer
Hook-up(2/3 bdrm)
Carports
FEW 3BDRM.

Downtown B.G. • 353-1361
www.cla-zel.com

TOWNHOUSES LEFT
BGSU Bus Stop

MAID SERVICE
offered with Units

to*

CirtvRtRtarS
Call lor m(o 4 upgr*d«s al 353-0325.
,- KWtom. or listing available 24 7
■t 316 E. Hvrry « CaB kx Reduced Rates

Th« ■«.! «..! I. T...

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Scooby Doo 2:
Monsters Unleased
(PG)

FROM ONLY
$465!

Management Inc.

NAGEMENT
130 E. Washington St. Bowling Green
419-354-6036
The Highlands- One bedroom.
Laundry facilities in building. A/C.
Quiet! Starting at S39S
Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled.
All appliances Spacious, laundry
facilities in building, A/C. Gas
heat Starling at S510
The Homestead - One and two
bedroom, A/C, on-site laundry.
ceramic tile, soundproof
construction, dish-washers,
skylights, vaulted ceilings.
Additional Site to Choose from:
Summit Hill

Secret Window (PG-13)
(1:10) 4:10 7:10 [10:00]

The Passion of the
Christ (R)
1:00 4:00 7:00 9:50

Starsky & Hutch
(125) 425 725 [935]

Evergreen Apt. 215 E Poe
Studios/1 bdrms/2bdrms
Starting at S250/MO

0. vMKtM rm dm

(1:20) 4:20 720 [9:40]

NOW HAVE 2BDRMS HERE
Laundry on site

■ 3 monlh leases now
available
■ Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
entrance
■ Patio

Apartments

• Spacious kitchen
1

Laundry facilities

Townhouses

MUOT MUM

mmmm

i
M GYPSY LAHE
iHoma Depot

Management Inc.
Heinzsite Apt.,
710 N. Enterprise

• Convenient on-site parking

Times good 3/26AD4 thru 4/1/04
() Denotes only show on
Sat & Sun.
[ ] Denotes showtimes that don't
show on Mon. Tues. Wed.

Bedroom

• Pets welcome

Dawn of the Dead (R)
(1:35)4:35 7:35 [10:10]

-1 6 2Bedroom

BGSU bus stop

N

t

• Carports
•IN THE 2 BDRM:
• Washer & Dryer
Hookups
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS

FREE HEAT

Carports
Washer & Dryer
Hookups
2 Baths

1 & 2 bdrms
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2bdrms.
CLOSE WALK TO CAMPUS
Starting at $415/Mo.

Full Basement
Management Inc.

We H take care oi you. Beslpnce,
well maintained, privacy and deadbolt
secunty. large apartments
24-hr Mamlenance.

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

i wwH.bghighlandmgmt.com
\^
highljiulf'j wnu-t.org
^/

^

M

3 'J
n

i

MM

en Weekdays 4P.M.

Nightly at
6:30 & 9:00 PM

^^«E3#3
'^

J

For Rent

No Pets. 353-8206.

Mathed Potatoes- Homemade Gravy
C-omhroadSiumnnVcBctablc-Colc*l.n

•
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1 Brilliant success

1

www.bgnews.com

Apts. & Houses.
Singles & Groups.

Roast
Turkey
Available from Soon nf 9 pm '

a■

VI

ACROSS

3 bdrm.. Crim St., 1 1/2 blks from
campus Lg. Ivg. rm.. Lg. kitchen,
util. rm, w/d $825 plus util. Avail
Mid-May 419-352-7090.
5 subleasers needed tor May-Aug.
517 Pike St. Close to campus, lg.
house, own bdrm. Call 354-9547.

1

'

■

For Rent

(r /'/j'tf. /f///f/r/y

Going Fast!
Houses Lg. & Sin.

'

'
u

flF TOWrsL CLIN n.
1234 N. Main St. (Rl. 25)
Bowling Green
Mall 419 3544447
Movie Times 419-354-0558
www.woodlandtc.com

CALL 353-5800 Today!

Management Inc.

BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
check website
www.meccapqr.nm
for complete listing
for next year.

